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DRAGON 1JOK
. Upgrade your DRAGON with our DRAGON
PLUS expansion and add an extra 66K of
memory and a fast professional full size 80 by
24 video display. The DRAGON 32 must be
upgraded to 64K memory (upgrade service
available) .
Software now available for OS9 , FLEX. DRA
GON DOS and on cartridge.
£103.50
Assembled and tested
(please state DRAGON 32 OR 64)
from£40.00
Upgrade DRAGON 32 to 64K memory
Update disk for FLEX (with BO x 24 and RAMDISK)
£5.75
£5.75
OS9Drivers
EDIT+ cartridge for DRAGON PLUS
£15.00
£19.95
EDIT+ disk (DRAGON DOS only)
SPECIAL OFFER DRAGONPLUS with FLEX/EDITOR/ASSEMBLER/
£199.99
DBASIC/EDIT +
FLEX is the BEST
We make no secret of our support for FLEX (0*9 fanatics may skip this
paragraph). It's one of the most friendly and easy to use operating systems and
has been popular with 6800 and 6809 users for many years . Our implementation
on the DRAGON has autorepeat. 51 by 24 Hi-Res text screen with windows. true
lowercase, redefinable character sets and still leaves a full 48K of memory free
for programs and data and happily uses 40 or 80 track disks. single/double
sided, single/double density
It comes complete with a powerful text editor and one of the best 6809
assemblers available plus gives you access to lots of good professional
software.
Available for DRAGON DOS, DEL TA DOS or CU MANA DOS
£86.25
Special Oller: FLEX/ED/ASM with DBASIC
only£99.99
DBASIC - DRAGON BASIC for FLEX
No you don 't have to mrow away or rewrite your BASIC programs when you
move up to FLEX. Just start DBASIC and the DRAGON will run standard
DRAGON BASIC programs and machine code tape programs. But that's not all
-you can load/save programs. read/write data on FLEX disks , use the HIRES
screen , send commands to FLEX. And there 's a clever ERROR command that
shows you exactly where your program went wrong . With five example
programs plus a very useful cheque book balancing program donate~ by one of
our satisfied customers .
DBASIC for Compusense DRAGON FLEX
£30.00
SP-EDIT - Wordprocessor with Interactive Spelling Checker
A friendly yet powerful full screen editor and wordprocessor. Turns your
DRAGON into a wordprocessing system which shows you how the text will
appear on the page and checks your spelling too. Ideal for writing anything from
letters to books as well as programs. Automatic on-screen formatting , underline.
bold. italics, superscript, subscript. Lefl/Right scroll for documents wider then
screen. Complete with a 10,000-word dictionary (with utilities to modify the
dictionary). Ready configured for DRAGON/DRAGON PLUS or Hazeltine 1500
Terminal and most printers- easily configured for other terminals and printers.
Includes the BROWSE file display utility.
SP-EDIT for FLEX
£75.00
LUCIDATA PASCAL COMPILER
forFLEX£86.25
A comprehensive implementation of the PASCAL language (ISO Standard)
using a P-CODE system. Allows linkage to Assembler code for maximum
efficiency. Runs on any FLEX system without modification.
DYNACALC
for DRAGON FLEX £69.95
Fast teature ~µreadsheet similar to VISICALC (Im Visicorp Inc). A must for any
business and for many other statistical. scientific and commercial uses.
256 Rows by 256 Columns - Built in HELP Facility
Windows - Graphs - Sort - 16 Digit Arithmetic
Print all or part of spreadsheet - save/load on disk
Pass data to/from other programs - and more
RMS
for DRAGON FLEX £69.95
A complete Database System, A versatile and easy to use system for all sorts of
applications involving storage . and/or retrieval of records. The size of the
database is limited only by the capacity of the disk drive. The database may be
easily processed by other FLEX programs .
SORT/MERGE
for FLEX £69.95
A proven and reliable package for manipulating small to very large data files. It
allows you to sort records on up to 20 fields in ascending or descending order.
An essential tool for many business and statistical applications- wherever data
must be sorted and analysed.
·
EDIT +
A must for every DRAGON owner. Gets you out of the rut of the 32 by 16 screen
and the limited EDIT command. Allows BASIC to work with a 51 by 24 Hi-Res

Screen and edit your programs with a full screen editor and comprehensive
programmer's toolkit.
£34.45
EDIT+ cartridge
£19.95
EDIT+ disk (DRAGON DOS)
£19.95
EDIT+ disk (for DRAGON FLEX/DBASIC)
DASM/DEMON
The ideal combination for learning and using machine code on the DRAGON.
DASM is a specially designed assembler for the DRAGON which is easy and
convenient to use from BASIC. allowing in-line assembly. DEMON is an
interactive machine code monitor which lets you look at the internal workings of
the DRAGON as well as helping you to debug your machine code programs.
DASM/DEMON cartridge
£30.45
DASM/DEMON disk (DRAGON DOS)
£19.95
DYNAFAST BASIC COMPILER
Speed up your BASIC programs. Includes DYNAMISER optimiser and
DYNAXREF cross reference utilities.
DYNAFAST cartridge
£30.45
DYNAFAST disk (DRAGON DOS or DRAGON FLEX)
£19.95
GET YOUR DRAGON 64 ON -LINE WITH CHAT
only £6.95
The EASY way to get on to bulletin boards. ONE to ONE. PRESTEL (300 bps) ,
etc. Requires a DRAGON 64 and a modem and optional printer. Turns the
DRAGON 64 into a terminal working at up to 19.200 bps and a serial to parallel
converter. Supplied on cassette - can be used with DRAGON DOS, DELTA
DOS, CUMANA DOS and DBASIC
and now CHATPLUS for FLEX
All the features of CHAT plus : works on the standard FLEX screen (51 by 24 or
80 by 24 with DRAGONPLUS). save data to memory and to disk, send text from
disk file, AUTODIAL (with selected modems - includes DEMON modem).
on-line directory. password protection .
CHATPLUS for DRAGON FLEX and DRAGON 64
£14.95
MODEMS
Answercall Manual modem (BT Approved) (300)
£75.00
Thorn EMI VX543 Intelligent modem (BT Approved) (300 and 1200175) £195.00
built in autodial/speed match buffer/autoanswer - good value and performance
£13.50
Cable for standard modem to DRAGON 64
DEMON modem autodial/autoanswer (300 and 1200175)
£69.00
(not BT Approved)
Cable adaptor for DEMON modem to DRAGON 64
£9.50
CHAT, Answercall Modem and Cable
£85.00
CHATPLUS for FLEX. DEMON Modem and Cable
£89.00
ONE-TO-ONE Telex/Electronic Mail
A convenient and easy way to send and receive your own telexes
Call for more details
from £5.75 per month
£9.95
COLOSSAL CAVE ADVENTURE
NOW AVAILABLE FOR CUMANA DOS
A complete version of the classic adventure game. So complete that it
requires a DRAGON 64 with disk system (DRAGON DOS, DELTA DOS, or
CUMANA DOS 2.0).
DRAGON HARDWARE
1OMEGABYTE HARD DISK as demonstrated at 6809 COLOUR SHOW
please enquire
EXPANSION SYSTEM
£148.00
allows 4 cartridges to be plugged into the DRAGON
RS232AND 1/0 INTERFACE
£63.00
uses the 6551 and 6522 VIA - with comprehensive software in ROM
MODEM CABLE for RS 232 INTERFACE to standard modem (D connector)
£19.95
EPROM PROGRAMMER
£78.00
handles most single rail EPROMS including 2764/27129 and 27256
£45.00
SIDEWAYS ROM
holds 4 banks of ROM with up to 58K of programs (in BASIC or Machine Code)
PROTOTYPING BOARD
gold connectors £9.00
PROTOTYPING BOARD
tin connectors £7.00
PLASTIC CASE FOR PROTOTYPING BOARD
£3.00
CUMANA DISK DRIVES for the DRAGON 32/64
with Double Density DRAGON COMPATIBLE CUMANA DOS Controller
System 1: Single Sided 40 Track (DS250 single)
£179.95
System 2: Double Sided 40 Track (DS500 single)
£209.95
System 3: Double Sided 80 Track (DS1000 single)
£224.95
System 4: Twin Single Sided 40 Track (DD500 dual)
£269.95
System 5:Twin Double Sided 40 Track (DD1000 dual)
£325.95
System 6: Twin Double Sided 80 Track (DD2000 dual)
£354.95
2nd DRIVE UPGRADE KIT FOR DRAGON DISK SYSTEM
£105.00
CUMANA DISK CONTROLLER
£99.95
ACCESSORIES
£2.99 inc p&p
Best Quality DUST COVER for DRAGON 32164
***NEW*** DUST COVER for DRAGON DISK DRIVE
£2.99 inc p&p
CENTRONICS PRINTER LE'AD
£14.99 inc p&p
Monitor/Sound Lead (composite video-phone input)
£3.99 inc p&p
OS-9 BUSINESS SOFTWARE for the DRAGON
£120.00
Volume 1: INVOICING/STOCK RECORDING
Volume 2: SALES LEDGER/PURCHASE LEDGER/CUSTOMER FILE
(LABELLING)
£120.00
Voli,ime 1 and Volume 2 only £199.95

GET YOUR NAME ON OUR MAILING LIST
FOR OUR NEW FREE CATALOGUE

FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE
01-882 0681
EXPORT AND DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME
PRICES INCLUDE VAT

COMPUSENSE LTD.
l:•.j-Hf.\,J.1-.•cJ
VISA

PO Box 169, 2860 Green Lanes,
London N 13 5XA
Tel: 01-882 0681 /6936
Telex: 8813271 GECOMSG
ONE TO ONE MBX 1709 8001
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iHow to submit articles
The quality of the material we can publish in
Dragon User each month will , to a very great
extent depend on the quality of the
discoveries 1hat you can make, with your
Dragon. The Dragon computer was launched
on to the market with a powerful· version of
Basic, but with very poor d.ocumeiltation:
' Articles which are submittedil'to Dr<Jgon
User tor publication shoulc:J not
an
•'3000 words long. All subfri.lssi
be
~lyped : /Pleas.~ leave wid~ ;rn
;double space betw.~en eaph' Ii
;:should, ·Nhenever 'possif?le.
printed on plain white paper a
~panied by a tape of the progra
1
We cannot guarantee' to
•·submitted article or progra'm, soplease.~eep
a copy. If you want to have your program
aniped,
returned you must incfude
addressed envelop~. • ·
'~>
\_
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When you 're down and out , and need a
helping hand, etc ... then this is the feature
for you. If you 've got a Dragon problem ,
then we want to know about it!

6809 Show Report

10

He came, he saw , he did a little shopping 
Jason Orbaum throws objectivity to the
wind and gives you one man 's view of
November's 6809 show - his own.

Hardware

12

The Touchmaster graphics tablet at its new
low price - Mike Gerrard takes some time
off from adventuring to check it out - and
draws some interesting conclusions.

Three Dimensional
Graphics
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A computer version of that old family
favourite from the keyboard of Brian
Hinson .
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Dragon soft

29

Possibly the most impressive graphics yet
from the Dragon computer? Jason Orbaum
looks at Microdeal 's latest American im
port , Shocktrooper, and comes back well
pleased.

Dragon Answers

30

Brian Cadge gets to grips with the latest
batch of battered , bewildered and bemused
Dragon enquiries , and comes up with some
helpful answers.

Adventure Trail

32

Mike Gerrard starts a new beginners'
section , on the subject of mazes - get out
of that if you can. Also Castle Blackstar and
Sam Buick come under the microscope.

16 Firmware

Peter Whittaker does it again - get some
stunning 3-D effects from your Dragon with
these programs . Never mind the theory just look at those graphics.

Donkey's Tail

~ .l;t

37

More secrets of the Dragon Rom revealed
to you in the latest in our Firmware series,
from Brian Cadge.

Competition Corner 38
With Valentine's Day in the offing , Gordon
Lee's in the mood for love - and there are
25 games to be won from those old
warhorses, Incentive Software.

Editorial
In days of old, so ancient myths tell, Dragons were solitary beasties, hiding
away, keeping themselves to themselves, guarding their horde of treasure.
And I guess the same used to be with Dragon owners.
When you could nip into W. H. Smith to buy your favourite game, or pop
into your local computer shop to check out some new peripheral. When you
could ring up the manufacturer for technical advice, and repairs and spares
were easy to come by. In that mythical dim and distant past, Dragon owners
could be as solitary as they liked.
Alas this is not the case at present. With the mail order trade almost
taking over completely, things are no longer that easy for people with a
Dragon, which is why events such as the 6809 show (and others) have
taken on a new importance.
News is looking good on that front - a show in Cardiff this Spring; a
follow-up to the Dragon weekend is currently being organised. Microdeal
are organising two Dragon conventions for later in the year and Database
Publications (who have taken over the 6809 show) seem keen to hold both a
provincial show (probably in Manchester) as well as a London event. You're
almost spoilt for choice in fact.
However, this blossom of events forms a crossroads in the destiny of the
Dragon. If well organised and well supported, they could trigger a
Renaissance for the machine - if the opposite occurs the Dragon will be
well and truly relegated to the category of 'Has Been'.
The opportunity and enthusiasm are there - the rest is up to you.
Answers on a postcard please....
February 1986 Dragon User 3

News desk

If you have any new products for the Dragon - software or hardware
ring the News Desk on 01-437 4343

Show time in
South Wales
IT'S SHOW time again - this
time in Cardiff. John Penn
Discount Software and others
have rallied round to organise
a show in South Wales 
Cardiff Airport to be exact- on
Saturday, 15th February. The
show runs from 1Oam to 5pm
and entry will cost £1 .00 for
adults , 50p for the under 16s.
" We feel it's important to
have this show for Dragon
Users," said Hugh Pearson ,
speaking on behalf of John
Penn . " With less and less
retail outlets, it's important to

get out and let the Dragon
Users meet the peop~e behind
the Mail Order outlets - let the
customers place a face to the
voice on the phone."
Exhibitors include : John
Penn
Discount
Software ,
Computape, Compusense and
Peaksoft.
Also Design Design , Slaby
Computer Games and Grosve
nor Software.
Anyone wanting further de
tails (including potential exhibi
tors) should contact Helen
Penn on 04203 5970.

Extra Incentive
WERE YOU one of the eager
arcade freaks trying to win the
Eddie Steady Go! competition
a.t the 6809 show recently?
Well , Incentive are pleased to
announce the winner of \he
competition a Mr Kevin
Rees of Headington Close ,
Basingstoke. On the Saturday
of the show Kevin battled his
way to a score of 9859 - and
for this effort gets a prize of
£25. Congratulations!
Never let it be said that
Incentive software do not live
up to their name. All purchas
ers of their imminent release
Moon Cresta (based on that
famous arcade game) will
have automatic entry to a com
petition to win a spanking new
Moon Cresta arcade machine .
You 'll have to invest a fair few

Show time
yet again!
FOLLOWING last autumn 's
successful Dragon " Weekend
in Wales" (see Dragon User
Jan 1986), Bob Morgan is
organising a follow-up venture ,
to be held at the Trefeddian
Hotel , Aberdovey in Gwynedd ,
over the weekend of 21st-23rd
March. Events over the
weekend planned are talks ,
demonstrations on a variety of
4 Dragon User February 1986

hours playing the game though
. . . a score of 30,000 qualifies
you for entry to the big prize
draw. Go for it!

Close up
ELECTRONICS enthusiasts
everywhere have been waiting
with bated breath for this one
the Pocket Inspection
Microscope from Cobonic Li
mited.
These
handy
selfilluminated
pocket
micro
scopes are around six inches

Roysoft?

subjects including Modens, In
terfacing , Eprom blowing ,
Operating systems and
much more!
The cost , fully inclusive of
accommodation and meals,
will be £45 per person . Last
year's event was oversub
scribed , so Bob advises any
one interested to book early.
Contact him via the Mid Wales
Tourism Council , Machynlleth,
Powys, SY20 BEE . Tel : 0654
2654.

ROY COTES, author of the Jet
Set Willy and Manic Miner
Dragon conversions , is set to
launch his own software label
in the New Year. Called Mic
rovision , it will concentrate ex
clusively on " high quality" Dra
gon tape software. The first
two titles are both arcade
adventures, one called Bean
stalker, the other The Talis
man . Roy is suitably myste
rious about the details of plot
concerning these releases ,
and their price , but expects
both to be available around the
beginning of February.
As well as programs penned
under his own name , Roy also
has plans to market third party
software. " I get a,lot of letters
criticising other people's code

long , and weigh in at four and
one half ounces. Cobonic are
producing two models, the
Spirig-30 (£18.90) which pro
vides 30 power magnification
and the Spirig-100 (£27 .90)
which provides 100 power.
For further information write
to Cobonic at 32 Ludlow Road ,
Guildford, Surrey, GU2 5NW,
or telephone 0483 505260.
- but not writing any them
selves! " he said . " We're look
ing for programs!" He added
enigmatically , " Whatever hap
pened to Messenger Pete?"
Enquiries to 25 Cleveley Road ,
Allerton , Liverpool , L81 9UN .

Disk tool
BERND Knechtel Software
(no , it's not a misprint), a new
German enterprise which oe
scribes itself as " a company
which only produces good
tools and utilities instead of
worse games for your Dra
gon ," have just released their
first product , Disk Support Tool
1 .1.

For further details, write (en
closing a sae) to Bernd Knech
tel
Software
at
Arnold
Wilhelm-Str. 9, 5630 Rems
cheid 11 , West Germany.

Please rush me the titles as indicated below for my Dragon 32/ 64 computer.
EDDIE STEADY GO!

£7.95

Back Track (Eddie's first!)

£6.50

The Ket Trilogy of Adventures

£9.95

0
0
D

I enclose cheque/ P.O. for£. . .. . ....... or please debit my credit card no.
Name/ Address

INCENTIVE SOFTWARE LTD - 54 LONDON STREET, READING , RG1 4SQ
Credit card telephone orders - Ring (0734) 591678

Letters

This is the chance to air your views - send your tips. compliments and complaints to Letters
Page, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H 7PP .

Pokes
Galore!
Here are some more routines
and pokes that I have disco
vered .
INVADERS REVENGE 
POKE 14719,n before typing
EXEC, where n is the number
of lives from O to 255.
DONKEY KING SKIPF:
CLOADM to load . POKE
12914,n before typing EXEC.
Where n is the number of lives.
PLANET INVASION - POKE
7438,n or POKE 10906, 125 for
infinite lives
SCARFMAN - Load as nor
mal, POKE 2062,0 gives 256
lives.
LUNAR ROVER PATROL 
POKE 22312,n.
BORIS THE BOLD - POKE
19411 ,n.
KATERPILLAR ATTACK 
SKIPF:CLOADM
to
load .
POKE 10739,n before typing
EXEC.
CRAZY PAINTER Type
programe A listed at the bot
tom of the page. When loaded ,
POKE 9953,n where n is the
number of brushes and pots of
paint to a maximum of 64.
Then type EXEC 16384
CUTHBERT IN THE JUNGLE
- Type program A to load.
Then
type
POKE
11452,n:EXEC 16384
SKRAMBLE - Type program
A to load. Then type POKE
7300,n : POKE 7301 , start
stage number:EXEC4096
CUTHBERT GOES DIGGING
- Type program A to load.
Then
type
POKE
11675,n:EXEC 4096
HUNCHBACK Load the
game as normal. When run
ning press the RESET button
and
type
POKE
25384,n:EXEC 25280
TOUCHSTONE - Load as
normal and press RESET
when asked one or two play
era.
Then
POKE
22384,255 :EXEC 16384. This
slows down the generation of
new monsters.
GALACTIC AMBUSH - Load
as normal, press RESET when
you have selected the colour
and speed . Next type POKE
14783,125: EXEC 12936. This
gives infinite lives.
COSMIC ZAP - Load as nor
mal and press RESET during a
game. Then type POKE
7981 ,13:EXEC 13569. This
gives infinite lives.
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DEVIL ASSAULT Type
program B as listed at the
bottom of the page. When
loaded, POKE 14279,n:EXEC
768
CUTHBERT GOES WALKAB
OUT - Type program B as
below. When loaded POKE
15389,33 makes you immune
to the ~onsters and POKE
13406,125 gives infinite lives.
Finally type EXEC 768.
In all the above cases , n stands
for the number of lives which
you would like, and should be
substituted for the number. It
ranges from 0 to 255 unless
specified .
I'm sure these pokes will be
a great deal of help to many
readers.
Program A
A = 1OO:POKEA,142:POKEA
+ 1,4:POKEA+ 2,0:POKEA+ 3,
126:POKEA + 4,183:POKEA+
5,91 :SKIPF:EXECA
Program B
A = 30000 :POKEA,189:POKE
A+ 1,160:POKEA+2,146:
POKEA+ 3, 134:POKEA + 4,57:
POKEA + 5,183:POKEA + 6,1:
POKEA + 7,103:POKEA + 8,
57:EXECA
Games Aficiondo
(Alias Paul Burgin)
18 Moorcroft Road
Sheffield S 10 4GS

Delta Dos
DUE to the demise of Premier
Micro systems and not much
information published by them
freely I enclose a hint that may
be useful to Delta DOS users.
If you wish to save a
machine code program to tape
from disk for backup purposes
the normal tape peeks do not
work.
First LOADM your program
then if you PEEK(&H7A7C)*
256 + PEEK(&H7A7D) this will
give you the start address of
your program .
The end address can only be
found by approximation as the
DOS loads the whole domain
of a program into memory, the
end address is therefore found
by reading the directory for the
length of the program in mem
ory, this is then multiplied by
256 and added to the start
address already found by the
above method to give the end
address.
The exec address on Delta
DOS is always the start
address. I hope that this tip

may help a few of your DEL TA
DOS users.
R. K. Osborne
18A Northdown Avenue
Clifton ville
Kent
CT9 2NW

Barons
HAVING just achieved a 100%
score on completion of 'Barons
of Celi V' my wife and myself
would like to make the follow
ing comments , some of which
concern the game review in
December's Dragon User.
1) A roll of wallpaper is not
required to map the adven
ture . My wife produced a
detailed easily understood,
map on a piece of graph
paper 17" x 17". The map is
complete with location
symbols and is in colour
2) With the aid of the map and
some initial observation it is
possible not to lose fitness
ratings at every nightfall.
3) The problems do get trick
ier as the game progres
ses , but with a little thought
are solvable, especially at
the end of the game.
4) As for the girl in the White
City, after several Terran
Twists , she will . . . But that
is a problem for other
adventurers.
5) For a different view of the
adventure
try
the
following :
a) Part load a saved
character
b) Rewind tape
c) Fully load the saved
character
The results (found by not
properly preparing our save
tape) are guaranteed to
give a quiet chuckle!
6) 'Barons of Celi V' is a super
adventure which gives
many enjoyable playing
hours.
7) Finally, proof of ou r 100%
·score is in the final mes
sage , which can be verified
by Wintersoft, and reads as
follows:
lce blue flames envelop
your vanishing conscious
ness as you fall through the
transdimensional
vortex
... to be continued in Jux
taposition part 2; 'Usurper
of Rune'.
Martin and Jill Boulton
4 Merryfield Road
Weston-Super-Mare
Avon BS24 7DN

6809
Flop?
WHAT a waste of time, effort
and cash this year's 6809
show was .
After spending £25.80 on my
train fare and £3.00 to get in, I
was totally disgusted to find
that Tandy and Slaby were the
only stalls with software for my
Tandy machine, and most of
the games on the Tandy stall I
had already got.
I know that Tandy have a
tight rein on licencing but this
was ridiculous . All I can say is
that this is the first and last time
I will be attending this show
and for all Tandy owners , I can
only hope things improve
soon.
M. Johnson
26 College St
Boulton Estate
Birmingham
B18 7PD

No go
Show
THIS is the first time that I have
written to you . I am writing to let
you know of my disappoint
ment over the latest 6809 show
held this weekend . I attended
both of the previous ones
which in my opinion were much
more lively, informative and
well attended.
For the other shows I arrived
early and left about noon when
things were getting hectic with
the usual long queues forming .
This time no long queues and
not really enough inside to
justify the entrance price of
three pounds. In fact your
magazine covers the latest
products and developments
much more thoroughly.
I shall of course continue
read ing your magazine and
give the shows a miss. Let's
face it I can buy several issues
for the entry plus travelling
expenses.
M. J. Pinner
43 Charterhouse Avenue
Wembley HAO 300
Middlesex
Can man live by magazines
alone? Was the show that
bad? Answers on a postcard
please ...

THE DRAGON COMES HOME
TO WALES
We invite you to meet the leading stockists of
Dragon software, hardware and peripherals.
Come and pick up some-amazing bargains at
the Cardiff-Wales airport on Saturday, February
15, 1986.
BLABY COMPUTER GAMES

ECLIPSE-FENMAR LTD.

See our large range of software for the Dragon
and Tandy, including many new games.

Eclipse-Fenmar will be displaying TOTAL
ECLIPSE. Come along and meet the master
gamer himself: Veebo-Zogrod of Grogfax.

COMPUSENSE LTD.

GROSVENORE SOFTWARE

Flex operating system: Dragon Plus and
professional business software : Distributors of
Dragon hardware.

See DRS - the ultimate powerful database
system, and All Dream - the best machine
code learning and development tool for Dra
gon and Tandy. Also Morse Tutor, Morse
Decoder and Amtor software.

COMPUTAPE

JOHN PENN DISCOUNT SOFTWARE

The only software company to make your
Dragon chips fry not cry.

Over 80 different titles, from games to utilities,
at amazingly low prices.

PAMCOMMS LTD.
DATAPEN MICROTECHNOLOGY LTD.
Datapen will be demonstrating their light pens
and the new Dragon Draw software. Both will
be available at special show prices.

DESIGN-DESIGN
Meet the faces behind the name_

Dedicated to supplying low price, high-quality
software for the Dragon .

PEAKSOFT
Peaksoft are promising Britain 's best deal on a
wide range of joysticks, books and add-ons 
including an incredible £100 discount on the
Touchpad Graphics tablet

10.00 am-5.00 pm
Entrance fee: £1.00 (adults) 50p · children (under 16)
Show to be held in the Conference Room , 3rd floor, Cardiff-Wales Airport, Rhoose near Cardiff.
For the Cardiff-Wales Airport follow the signs from the M4 and A48. Plenty of car parking
available.
Half hourly bus service (No. 351) from Cardiff Centre.
Refreshments available in departure lounge.

For further details ring John Penn: Bordon (04203) 5970
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Comm Un ·, cat•10nCommunication, as defined
by the Extremely Small
Pocket Oxford Dictionary, is
the 'imparting or exchange
of information ' .. . and this
is what 'Communication ' in
Dragon User will be all
about too. As commercial
technical and software sup
port for our computer wains,
we get ever increasing
amounts of mail on a variety
of subjects, all asking for
help and information 
more than our Supremo
Brian Cadge could ever
handle. So this is your
chance to reach many
thousands of Dragon own
ers who might be able to
help you - and, of course,
if you can help someone 
why not drop them a line?

Shortage
AS I am living in Norway I am
beginning to feel the shortage
of programs for the Dragon
Computer. I am the happy
owner of a D64, double disk
Dragon DOS and some soft
ware .
I think I might be reckoned

Send in you questions, requests, and pleas to Communication,
Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2

as a serious user of the D64
. .. I want to use it in my work
programs. We have some Dra
gons at school, but we are now
getting rid of them.
Please , I want to get in touch
with teachers who are using
in
schools.
the
Dragon
Perhaps we can help each
other in getting useful software
for our teaching .
Please, send me a letter and
we might get into action
making/exchanging software
for educational purposes ....
John Egil Haug
PO Box 18
N-1662 Ro/vsey
Norway

Transformer
LAST Christmas I eventually
received a Dragon 32 compu
ter. After two months the
powerpack had burnt out. Un
fortunately , the computer was
second-hand and out of
guarantee. I have just read the
letters page in the latest Dra
gon User to find that Touch 
master no longer stock it.
Please could anyone tell me
where to purchase a new
transformer?
John Moore
3 The Ma/tings
Warminster
Wilts
BA 12 BJR

MY SON has been the owner
of a Dragon for over two years
and has built up quite a selec
tion of software and accessor
ies. Unfortunately for the last
six months his computer has
been lying unused because we
have been unable to purchase
a transformer. We have written
to various firms and asked at
computer repair shops , but as
it is a sealed unit, we have had
no success. Please, please let
me know if his computer will
ever be in working order again.
Angela Barnett
Kessockbank
Pitblae
Fraserburgh

Communication

Stuck for a routine? Need some obscure equipment? Feeling cut off? Fear not 
someone, somewhere can help you! Write down your problem on the coupon below
(make it as brief and legible as possible) together with your name and address and send it
to Communication, Dragon User, 12/13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H ?PP. We'll
publish it as soon as we can - meanwhile, maybe there's someone you can help this
month!
Problem ......................................................................................................................... .

N~~~·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::-:::::
Address ..........................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................................

Dragon User People's Chart
'Power to the People ' is our motto here
at Dragon User- so this month (and
every month!) we are now going to
offer you the chance to air your person
a/ preferences to the software produc
ers, by voting in the Dragon User
People 's Chart.
Ever since the majority of retail outlets
ceased stocking Dragon programs (so that
sales are now even more difficult to
assess) , the Dragon scene has lacked that
one thing any self-respeding micro must
have - a chart . Love it or hate it, a chart is a
useful thing , if only to check to see if
everyone else shares your good taste.
So, ever with the reader in mind , we are
now instigating a People's Chart - for you
to vote for your top five Dragon programs
(games , utilities or applications) each
month .
And just to make it that little bit more
interesting , this montti Microdeal are offer
ing £25 worth of software (of your own
choice) to the winner of our associated
anagram competition. Who said anything
about a competition?
Well , to make things even more interest
ing than that, we 're asking you to construct
an anagram from your top three - the
cleverest winning the goodies. Give it a try
. . . you know it makes sense!
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!This is what you do
Each month, Dragon User will be compiling its own special Dragon software Top Ten
chart - compiled by you!
And each month we will be sending £25 worth of Microdeal software to the person who
sends in , with their personal top five , the most original phrase or sentence made up
from the letters (you don 't have to use them all) in the titles of their top three programs.
You can still vote in the chart without making up an anagram - but you won 't be in
with a chance of winning the prize.
All you have to do is fill in the form below (or copy it out if you don 't want to damage your
Dragon User) and send it off to : People's Chart No. 1, Dragon User, 12-13 Little
Newport St. London WC2H ?PP.

Chart One

Voting for Chart No. 1 closes at 1pm on Friday 14th February 1986. Entries received after
that time will not be eligible for inclusion in that month's voting. The editor's decision is
final. Only one entry per individual per month will be allowed.

My top 5: Voting Month 1
1.....................................................

Name ............................................ .
Address ........................................ .

2 .................................................... .
3 ................................................... ..
4~--. .................................................. .

.........................................................

5........... :........................................ .

My phrase is: ........................................................................................._....... .
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Show Business!
He came, he saw, he did a little shopping - Jason Orbaum gives one man 's opinion of the
Third 6809 Show ... his own
OVER the weekend beginning the 21st of vention would be in London or Manchester
November 1985, some 7,000 people (esti most probably, and Tandy amongst other
mated by the organisers) found their way to firms have pledged their support. The
the Royal Horticultural Halls, London (and I convention would feature less stalls , but
mean found , this was the first time that I would include guest speakers , and , indeed ,
have not become lost on the way!) for the the event could well be an overnight affai r at
latest 6809 show.
a hotel.
As for what's new on the games front,
On arrival I must admit to being a bit
worried , as when I drove past the outside at Microdeal have acquired the rights to my
five past ten there was no queue. Indeed , rave of several months ago, Screaming
when I got inside, there was room to move ; Abdabs, and are planning to release a new
in fact, there was room to break-dance! adventure (" We find that adventures have
This situation changed quite fast though a very long shelf life ", John Symes again),
and by late morning there were a fair The Vortex Factor, plus a 3-D Battlezone
number of people buying , chatting, and which is not only cheaper, says they , but
playing.
BEDER than Rommels Revenge , and a
Most of the firms one would expect were game entitled Aquanaut 471 .
there. However, Design Design (rumoured
John also pointed out to me that at the
to be due to a mix-up of dates) , Cable , and back of BYTE magazine one can find
Adventure International were notable for adverts for the Dragon computer " from the
their absence (although the Scott Adams BBC." . . . Hmm , the plot thickens!
adventures were on sale from Computape) .
In all, Microdeal 's attitude to the Dragon
So, having had a brief, anonymous look is VERY optimistic, and suprisingly real.
round, and been greeted with an enormous
degree of friendliness from most firms , I put Cumana
on my official Dragon User hat and then set Cumana now offer Dragon-Dos with their
off to talk to various people in detail.
disk drives rather than Delta-Dos, but I was
unhappy to find that this is not true
Dragon-Dos, in fact, Cumana-Dos (as it is
Microdeal
called) is only " compatible" with Dragon
I suppose I had to talk to the giants first.
Dos, whatever that means.
They were there with the usual cube of
Cumana continue their after sales sup
screens displaying their latest and best
port through their Guildford office, and still
games - one of which , Shocktrooper, is
offer drives up to a double drive, double
reviewed elsewhere in this issue - and
selling an incredible range of titles over sided , 80 track, Double Density configura
tion.
three stalls.
As most people are now aware to
Incentive
achieve games from Microdeal you have to
Incentive
had enjoyed a very good show
resort to mail-order. There is a very good
reason for this, according to their director, with Eddie Steady Go! selling well and the
John Symes, " It's the only way for us to Ket Trilogy enjoying a continued steady
carry on." It is mainly blamed on the fact sale (cf Microdeal.) They saw no reasons
that sales in general have declined for for not attending the next show to launch or
Microdeal. However, I am pleased to be promote their game Moon-Cresta which ,
able to say that my experience of Mic licenced from Nichibutsu who produce the
rodeal 's mail order service reveals it to be arcade game with the same name, should
be avai lable in January or February.
very efficient (now) .
Incentive were offering a twenty-five
Their recent roadshow , they say , has
achieved a moderate success, and pound prize to those who put up the best
although profits have been low, they have score of the weekend on Eddie Steady Go!
enabled Microdeal to maintain a very high . .. I didn 't have the heart to win it!
They pledged continued support for the
public profile for themselves and the
Dragon provisional upon sales of Moon
Dragon .
And the mind of Microdeal has not been Cresta (yes , it sounds a bit dodgy to me
dormant. They have been busily scheming too!) .
and plotting for a " Dragon Convention " !
The convention would be very different Bia by
from the shows such as this one which have Slaby felt that the show had gone extremely
been described by many as a form of well , although they felt that from about 2.30
"Dragon Owners' Jumble Sale." The con onwards on the first day it was a bit of a
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disappointment (a feeling echoed by many
of the other firms present).
They were interested in how sales would
go through winter and were soon to release
Starman Jones, the sequel to the superb
Caverns of Chaos based loosely around
the Spectrum game called Lunar Jetman,
and version of Q*bert. Some of their other
new releases to be reviewed soon include a
Kung-Fu game (the first of three I received
at the show) .
Slaby were an exceptionally open and
friendly company who had most of their
programmers present at the show and were
quite happily chatting with anyone who
came to the stand , not just reporters. They
told me that Cosmic Crusader was written
without an assembler, ie hand coded 
someone give that programmer immediate
entry to the Masochists Club of Great
Britain!

John Penn
John Penn described the show as ''the best
we've been to yet". As many people know,
they have bought up all of Webster's old
stock and are selling great amounts of
software at a great discount including
Manic Miner at four pounds! The com
pany's policy is one of continued support of
the Dragon whilst " looking" at other com
puters.

Computape

Computape were the most pleasant people
I met all day. Their enthusiasm and love of
the Dragon , together with their sense of
business acumen , made them a firm which
deserve and will get support.
Computape described the Saturday as
bad but the Sunday as, " amazing ", in terms
of sales and enthusiasm . They are also
trying to arrange a show , this one in Wales ,
for which they have support from , among
others , John Penn, Peaksoft, Wintersoft ,
Grosvenor software, and Compusense.
They are now the sole supplier of Cable
Software and they have the licences to a
game called Ninja Warrior(reviewed soon)
. and the infamous Madness and the Mino
taur.
Their enthusiasm comes from the fact
that their head man was , originally, a
Dragon owner and is still a great enthusiast
. . . he knows what he wants to sell ,
because he knows what he likes to play!
Computape were also representing Adven
ture International at the show selling a good
number of the Scott Adams adventures on

the Dragon. Asked if they would continue
their support of the Dragon they had one
word: " Absolutely. "

Quickbeam
Sales of Quickbeam software were ,
apparently, down on those of last year, but
they promised continued support provided
sales of their new games are high (hmm ,
heard that somewhere before')
Their latest releases are 6809 Express
and the soon to be released Shao/in
Master, a Kung Fu game along the lines of
that which is very popular in the arcades
(the one wh ich involves duels). Advanced
orders of Shao/in Master at the show
exceeded sales of 6809 Express and both
will be reviewed soon. The Disk version of
Shao/in Master (Dragon-Dos only ... Grr
... ) will include speech .
Quickbeam were quick to point out that
they are open to any new software being
written by Dragon programmers and offer a
20 per cent royalty scheme across the
board.

take over after the crossing of the Juxta
Position to a land of magic. This adventure
will be more along the fantasy line than the
sci-fi of Barons of Ceti-V.

Compusense
Compusense had found the show much
quieter than last year but had done about
the same amoun t of business. Their main
item was their Dragon Hard Disk system ,
incorporating 80 column card and 128k
expansion which will retail for about a
£1,000 (which is actually very , very cheap
for the product). The expansion runs with
Edit + and does not need flex , although it is
advisable .
The storage of a single hard disk is the
equivalent of 25 boxes of disks and this
system is also over four times faster! The
driver software contains on board ROM and
RAM and may include a timer.
To give some idea of the economic
pricing of this unit Compusense pointed out

that to buy just the hard disc part of the
expansion for the BBC would cost a £1 ,000.
The unit, by the time you read this , will be
available for both the Dragon 64 andthe 32.
Amongst the many others displaying
were Smithson Computing who were show
ing the excellent Electronic Author word
processor, and were previewing a new
game. There were also vario us companies
selling Discs, T-Shi rts , Books. etc ., at low
prices ... there were certainly many bar
gains to be had.
The general mood of th e show then was
one of excitement but a rumour reached me
that the next show could well be the last.
This , I feel , would be a great shame as the
6809 show is one of the things that has
helped to keep the Dragon alive.
If Dragon owners wish to ensure a
prosperous future for their machine it is up
to them to attend the shows that provide the
life blood for the machine. Roll on the next
one'

Wintersoft
Wintersoft had found th is show much better
than the last in terms of sales , a fact which,
they felt , was due to the launch of their new
game Juxta-Position. They say that they
will from now on only be present at shows if
they have new projects to exhibit. They
have no plans at the moment except to
continue supporting the Dragon and will be
releasing Userper of Rune (the second
Part of Juxta-Position) soon. The plot will

SHOW-JU
Exclusively written for the Dragon 32/64

*
*
*
*
*
*

Exercise your riding skill in the show-jumping arena!
Full Colour, High Resolution " Arcade-Action " Graphics
Any number of riders may compete
Nine different courses of varying difficulty
Wide range of fence styles including walls , water jumps , etc
Jump-off against the clock

SAME DAY DESPATCH!!
LINKWORD
Th e game is for 2 to 4 players. the object
being to score points by forming words
o n the board using only th e letters
randomly provided in your personalised
rack. The compu te r automa tically calcu
lates all scores. for bot h direct and
indirect word formations. including dou

ble and triple word scores. 50 bonus etc.
Full cursor control is provided so th at
letters may be easily placed anywhere on
th e board. The game leatures bright.

£5.50

colourfu l graphics with facilities for car·
reel ing mi staken spelling or excha nging
diff icult letters .

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMt:
BLOCKBUSTER QUIZ
Al l the fun of the TV game adapted for 2
players . The game contains 500 ques·
lions covering a wide range of topics and
varying in difficulty from easy to hard .
Colourful high resolution graphics are
used to display the board from which a
player makes his letter choices and plots
his winn ing path!

£5.50
" Computerware present the quiz in an efficient
and compelling way " - Dragon User, May '85
All prices incl ude postage . Chequ es. POs payable to :

" Linkword seems to be an excellent program ,
with much enjoyment to be had from it ... " 
Dragon User, May '85

COMPUTERWARE
PO Box 318, Stoke-on-Trent, ST6 6UX ·
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Taking the tablets
Renaissance man Mike Gerrand takes some time off from adventuring to try out the
Touchmaster Touch Tablet
MOST PEOPLE will know Touchmas
ter as the name of the company that
rose out of Dragon Data's ashes with
the intention of providing software and
support for our dearly beloved compu
ter, andTouchmaster is also the name
of the Touch Tablet now available for
the Dragon as well as several other
micros. But don 't just take a quick look
at the incredibly detailed and colourful
graphics used in the magazine ads to
illustrate what can be done with a
Touch Tablet, as results like that are
not achieved without hours ofpainstak
ing effort.
A Touch Tablet is simply a pressure
sensitive pad which attaches to the com
puter, and on making contact with this with
the appropriate pen/stylus the results can
be seen on screen and also normally
saved to disk or tape , thereby allowing
non-programmers (and even program
mers) to produce the graphics they want
without resorting to a long list of the
computer's own BASIC graphics com
mands. Most Touch Tablets have a
freehand mode, allowing you to scribble on
screen to your heart's content, while along
top, bottom or side of the actual drawing
screen on the tablet will run a list of the
commands and colours available, each of
these again accessed by a touch of the
pen.
Touchmaster itself comes well packed in
the trusty styrofoam box, and as well as
the pad you get a stylus , interface , trans
former, pad overlay, Multipaint cassette
and appropriate manuals, if you can call
eight or 12 pages a manual. The transfor
mer is scarcely bigger than a regu lar
three-pin plug, and with the interface plug
ged into the pad and the Dragon's car
tridge port, you 're away. The interface is
made up of a lengthy enough three foot
ribbon cable, and the connection also has
an expansion bus duplicating the cartridge
slot, which has been slightly modified to
work with both Dragon and Premier drives
connected .
The stylus is simply a plastic pen with a
rounded end, though in fact pressure can
be applied with almost anything that won 't
damage the pad or any overlays being
used. Better stick to the stylus while
changing commands, and I used the top of
a ball-point pen for this . . . using the
writing end might have had rather dis- .
astrous results.
Documentation is one of the package 's
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downfalls, as the Touchmaster User Guide
is a smal l 12-page booklet covering all
machines, and apart from connecting up
and a few lines on taking care of the
hardware, al l you get is one simple prog
ram which prints the co-ordinates on
screen when you touch the pad with the
stylus.
The User Guide for the Multipaint soft
ware provided is better, but still leaves
room for improvement. The opening page,
for example, tells you that " Your master
pieces can then be saved on tape or disk
to be incorporated into your own programs
later". Unfortunately it doesn 't go on to
explain how to do this , and as each of your
masterpieces is saved in a machine code
program ; the average BASIC programmer
wil l be at a loss as to how to incorporate
these . Instructions about the various com
mands such as LINE and SQUARE are
also minimal - the. kind of instructions
where, once you've experimented for your
self to get the hang of things , you then
understand what they were trying to tell
you .
To use Multipaint you 'll need your Dra
gon manual by your side, unless you know
by heart the various MODEs and colour
sets available. You firstly select the MODE
you wish to work in by pressing the MODE
box followed by a number from zero to
four, trying not to be put off by the wierd
things that happen to the screen while you
do so , though if you want real ly . wierd
results try working in the alleged ly non
existent MODE 5: Picasso watch out. Next
you select a PAGE for the start of the

graphics screen , followed by whichever of
the two available colour sets you want for
the chosen MODE . After that , you 're away.
You can clear the screen to whichever
background colour you want , and then
work in the other available colour(s) ...
well , you can draw in the background
colour if you wish , but don 't ask me to peer
at the results. Colours used obviously
match the colour numbers on the Dragon,
and beneath the box containing the nine
colours/numbers, and the one for MODE/
PAGE/Colour Set, is one offering nine
types of brush stroke. These are a simple
point, a circle , square or rectangle , and a
choice of lines at five different angles. The
width of these can be adjusted by pressing
a number box, then the colour you want to
work in . Using the same box for colours
and numbers can be a little confusing , as
your first press can result in two succes
sive 'clicks' registering , meaning you 'd be
working in the colour that happens to be
the same number as your brush width , and
you have to resort to the OOPS box to
withdraw the commands and start again.
In addition to freehand you can also
produce various set shapes, these being a
line, triangle , rectangle , circle , elipse, pa
rallelogram and polygon. They can be any
size, and are easily obtained by setting
one or two cursor points on the screen,
then moving the stylus point around the
screen till you see the exact result that you
want . Any command can be taken back
using OOPS , and nothing is set in the
picture till you confirm it with ENTER. The
FILL command will put any available col

THE USA'S CURRENT NO 1

The Greatest Hi-Res Graphic Arcade Game
Ever Written for Your Dragon/Tandy Colour 32K
Welcome Shock Trooper Squad
Commander! Intelligence has
intercepted a coded message
revealing a plan to conquer Earth. Four
of your Shocktroopers must infiltrate
the heavily defended underground
enemy base and steal all of their secret
TRG-5 attack saucer sub-assemblies.
Return them to our scientists for
analysis. This secret information is
crucial to our defence.
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The public can't be wrong.
Shocktrooper was the TOP seller on
our 1985 Roadshow selling twice as
many copies as its nearest rival.

14 HI-RES (BLACK ON WHITE) ARCADE SCREENS UNIQUE INVISO DEVICES
PLUS CORTA BOMBS. THE LATEST RELEASE FROM MARK DATA PRODUCTS
IN THE USA. .

AVAILABLE NOW!

USE OUR 24 HOUR ~~(:~()()()ff SYSTEM
By Post to

,+-ilC~CM

By Phone:

41

0726 68020

Truro Road, St. Austell
Cornwall PL25 SJE

~~. ~

our inside any continuous border, and thi s
has two drawbacks . One is th at in
freehand mode the pen has to be pressed
very firmly along the design to obtain a
continuous line, and so it is quite easy for
the occasional pixel not to register, which
you can 't easily spot on the screen ...
until you try to fill the shape and the colour
bleeds out to go looking for another border
of the appropriate colour. This usually
results in the whole screen being filled .
OOPS! The second drawback is that you
can't FILL a shape which has borders of
contrasting colours , but that's not exactly a
disaster and you can get round it with a
little effort.
Other commands not yet covered are
boxes for SAVE and LOAD , TAPE and
DISK, all these being well prompted , while
the CLS to clear the screen is guarded
with an option for you to OOPS or GO on
to choose the colour of the new screen .
So far so good , or reasonably so , but
Touchmaster does have problems , mainly
to do with the actual sensitivity of the pad.
As mentioned before, pressure on the
stylus has to be pretty firm , and this does
inhibit the freehand drawing somewhat.
The other occasional problem I had was in
the program hanging up on me. Some
times in freehand mode, wishing to cap
ture the latest bit of artistic miracle for
posterity, there would be no 'click' when I
tried to press ENTER . In fact I couldn't
OOPS, CLS, SAVE or anything. Occa
sionally the reset button returned me to the
program , with part of the masterpiece
preserved in memory, though sometim es it
required a re-LOAD of the Multipaint prog 
ram .
These are irritations, but as long as you
SAVE your work in progress regularly , and
don 't mind having to make several
attempts to get the results you want ,
Touchmaster can produce very effective
graphics, the best I found being the im 
pressionistic freehand efforts, though you
will have to lay in a goodly supply of graph
paper of some kind for the best pre
planned results. It's expensive and its
faults annoyed me, but I must admit th at
after a few hours I was becoming very
pleased with the graphics appearing on
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screen .
Of course you don 't need to use Multi
paint with Touchmaster, because Touch
master Ltd has produced a range of
software that makes use of the Touch
Tablet's facilities , some ten of their titles
being available for the Dragon. Our review
copies have been mainly educational ti
tles , which are no doubt, putting the tablet
to its best use, but you can also get
Othello, Draughts, a graphics adventure
called Perilous Castle and Romik 's
strategy game, Strategic Command Romik is the software house behind
Touchmaster, incidentally, and this is in
evitably reflected in the initial software
available.
Strategic Command seemed to gain
little by being linked up to a Touch Tablet,
particularly as the software is packaged in
large plastic tubes. This is one way of
dealing with the 11 " x 8" overlays needed,
but when unpacked they become almost
impossible to lay flat on the tablet unless
you 've got a handy steamroller to press on
top of them for a few days. I certainly
wouldn 't buy Touchmaster just to play
games on , as this is more of a novelty use
than a practical one ; and I was much
happier playing the boring old un -

Touchmastei d Strategic Command.
Where this package does come into its
own, though , is in its use for young
children who aren 't yet ready to cope with
a confusing keyboard. There are five
educational packages, designed to test
observation , memory, shapes and colours .
Simon Says is initially a build-a-face game,
from a selection of eyes, noses, ears etc,
and then the child can choose to have
various features on the face change , any
number between one and eight, and he or
she must remember the sequence. Re
ward is an amusing animation of feeding a
cat.
Simon Saw shows you a completed
jigsaw on the screen, of eight, 12 or 16
shapes according to the level selected ,
and when this is broken up the child must
recreate the picture a shape at a time by
matching on the overlay the shape that is
flashing on the screen. Graphics on this
are very nicely done, and it's a game both
appealing and educational. Simon 's
Shapes presents an overlay showing eight
different shapes and six colours . On the
first level the child must simply match a
shape on screen with one on the overlay ,
and on the second level both shape and
colour must be matched . Third level is
back to matching shapes , but this time in
order to construct a picture.
Simon 's Squares and Simply Simon
roughly follow along in the same vein - I
would say all of the programs are definitely
of some educational value.
So what about the system as a whole? At
the original price of £149 .95, the Touch
Tablet was an expensive piece of equip
ment- certainly not an impulse buy. But at
the present price of £52.50 (including five
programs) comes into the casual buying
price range for someone looking for new
avenues to explore on their Dragon. Re
commended .

Hardware: Touchmaster Touch Tablet.
Price: £49.95 plus £3.00 postage and
packing (mail order only). Supplier:
Touchmaster Ltd, Unit 9, Bag/an In
dustrial Park, Bag/an, Port Talbot, West
Glamorgan, SA 12 7DJ. Tel Briton
Ferry 820310.

A Division of
Microdeal Ltd

SUPPORT YOUR DRAGON DEALER

Microdeal have been supplying software and accessories for 5 years and when you place an order
you can be confident that it will be supplied. Why take a chance with other mail order companies
when you can rest assured when placing your order with Microdeal.

ALL THE TOP SELLERS. AVAILABLE
FROM
.

..;

~

TREK BOER

5 star rated graphic adventure. The latest release

From Microdeal

£8 (P & P 75p per order)

from Microdeal

EDDIE STEADY GO
from Incentive

5 star rated 22 screen arcade game
£6.00 (P & P 75p per order)

JUXTAPOSITION
from Wi ntersoft

Total Price £6.75

5 star rated adventure with 32,000 30 views
£6.20 (P & P 75p per order)

DARK STAR

Total Price £6.95

30 arcade game 5 star rated "graphically stunning"

from Design Design

£5.20 (P & P 75p per order)

SHOCK TROOPER
From Microdeal

Total Price £5.95
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The Third Dimension
An introduction to three-dimensional graphics
by Peter Whittaker
IN THE article on two dimensional graphics the X-axis and the Y-axis together. How
(Dragon user December 1985) we dis
ever these three dimensional matrices are
pensed with the DRAW command , in based around the origin {0 ,0 ,0). If we
favour of a co-ordinate based system using move the pyramid away from the origin
the LINE command to join the various (put a " REM " in Line 320 , and use the
points together. To extend this technique DATA from Line 340) , then it will rotate in
into the third dimension is really quite orbit about the origin and not about its
simple . First we must modify our matrices own centre. If we wanted it to still spin
to handle the extra dimension , and then we about its own centre, we would first have
must derive an equation to translate the to move it back to the origin , then rotate it,
three dimensional co-ordinates into two and then move it back out again .
Lines 220-240
dimensional points on the screen . I will deal Change
to
XT = X
with the matrices used for manipulating an YT=Y*CC - Z*SS + 20*CC - 20*SS+
object in three dimensions first , and then go 20 ZT=Y*SS + Z*CC + 20*SS + 20*
on to a method of calculating the translation CC-20 . This will now rotate the pyramid
about its own centre , without it orbiting the
to screen display.
Table One shows how to calculate an origin .
objects new position after being trans
formed by a matrix. The co-ordinate system
(X ,Y,Z ,1) is multiplied by each column of
the transformation matrix. The total from
Now that we can successfully move
each column of multiplications will be the objects around in three dimensions, we
new co-ordinate value . Table Two gives all need to be able to convert the objects posi
the basic matrices we will need to move tion into flat screen co-ordinates, without
loosing the depth perspective of the three
objects through three dimensions.
Listing One uses the derived equations dimensional object. To simplify calculations,
to rotate a pyramid about its centre. I have located our viewpoint on the Z-axis ,
Because the program first counts the looking directly towards the origin . If we
number of co-ordinates in the object, we wanted to view the object from a higher
can change the data statements, and the point, this would be done by keeping the
program will happily move tanks , aero eye in the same place , and moving the
planes , or any other object around the object down. Similarly, we can appear to
screen . Insert a " REM " in Lines 320 , and
340, and the program will change the
pyramid for a tank. " REM " Lines 360 , and
370 and the program will rotate a plane . If
you insert your own data lines, they must be
( Xt,Yt,Zt) = ( X ,Y,Z,1)
terminated with a 999 to indicate that the
last co-ordinate has been read .

orbit around the object by rotating it in the
opposite direction . Fig Four shows how by
remaining on the Z-axis, we can then
calculate the screen position of a point,
from its known three dimensional location.•
In the diagram, Xt represents the X
displacement of the object from the Z-axis.
If we draw a line from this point to the eye ,
the point Xs will represent the point on th.e
screen which will appear identical to the
point Xt. We have set the distance from the
origin to the screen at 40 units, and so th e
distance of Xt from the screen will be
40+Zt. If we call the distance between the
screen and the eye " D" then we can derive
the relationship Xs!D=Xtl(D+Zt+4@).
Rearranging this equation , we get
Xs =Xl*Dl(D +Zt+4@). Finally , to give
some control over the size of the drawing ,
we include a scaling factor, and offset the
origin to the centre of the screen , before
drawing the picture to the screen ,
Xs = 125+S*Xf*Dl(D +Zt+4@).
Similar
calculations
lead
to
the
equation
Ys =91 - S*Yl*Dl(D +Zt+4@) for the Y
co-ordinate . Try experimenting with the
values of 0 , S, and the distance of the
screen from the origin (40) , to see the effect
this has upon the illusion of depth.
Although the program works well , it is
quite slow. The pyramid moves slowly , the
plane moves slower, and the tank moves

3-D Movement

*

(c g k o)

(d h 1 p)

Matricies
As with the matrices used for two di
mensional graphics, two or more matrices
can be multiplied together to give more
complicated movements. (It is very im
portant to make sure that the matrices are
multiplied together in the correct order,
because if they are not then they will pro
duce a different net movement than that
which is desired.) Each row of the first
matrix must be multiplied by each column
of the second matrix, (see Table Three) .
Listing Three is a program for multiplying
matrices together. When the values are
entered for two separate matrices, the
program will print out the values for the
new combined matrix. Table Four shows
how two rotation matrices can be multi
plied together, and the resulting equations
can be inserted into the program. Change
Lines 220-240 to XT=X*CC+Y*SS*
SS+Z*CC*S~

(a e i m)
(b f j n)

YT=Y*CC+Z*-S~

ZT=X*-SS+Y*SS*CC +Z*CC*CC
and the pyramid will now rotate about both
16 Dragon User February 1986

Xt

( X ,Y, Z , 1)

*

Yt

= ( X , Y , Z ,1)

*

zt

= ( X , Y ,Z,l)

*

.)
. .)
.)
(c
(d
.)
(. e
.)
( . f . .)
( . g . .)
( . h . .)
(.
i .)
(.
j .)
( . . k .)
( . . 1 .)

(a
(b •

Table 1 - Matrix Multiplica tion

= Xa+Yb+Zc+d

Xe+Yf+Zg+h

Xi+Yj+Zk+l
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MICRODEAL CAV!:RNS OP DOOM
$ )2K
MICRODEAL CHAMBERS
HICROOEAL COSMIC ZAP
MI CRODEAL CRASH
HICROOEAL CRAZY PAINTER
MICAOOEAL. CRAZY TEN PACK
MICROOEAL CU'MtD!.RT lS THE COOL.E R
S ]21<.
HI CAODEAL CUTHBERT oo~s DIGGING
HICAOOEAL CUTHBERT UI TH! MINES
MlCRODEAL CUTHBERT IN SPACE
MlCAOD!AL CUTHBERT IN' SPACE OR A.O OH DOS OlSK
MI CAODEAL CUTHBERT IN SPACE PRf:Mi t: R DOS DI SK
HICROOEAL CUTHBERT GOES WALKABOUT
MICRODEAL CUTHB.ERT / 0 / WALK DRAGON DOS DISK
HICR OOE A:. CUTHBERT/G/W ALK PREl'tIER DOS DISK
MICAODE:AL DANGER RANGER
MICROOEAL DANGER RANGER OAAOON' DOS DISK
MICAODEAL DANGE R RANGER PRE!-I I EA DOS DISK
HICROOEAL DEPE11S£
HICAODEAL DEHOLITiOS DERBY
HICAODEAL DEJo\OS SEE D
HICflODEAL DEVIL ASSAULT
S J2K
H ICRODEAL/DRAOON DATA DOODLE BUG
HlCROOE AL 00\o'N LAND
MICRODEAL DRACONIAN
MJCRQDEA L ORAO ON HAWK
/'t! CROOEAL OU HOEON AAI D
MlCROOEAL DU HOEOH RAID ORAOOH DOS DISK
M!CROOE AL EIOHT BALL
MICROO!:AL /0 . 0ATA EL. OIABLERO HO INLAY
$ J2K
MICRODEAL ESCAPE
MICRODEAL /DRAOOH DATA PLAO ( HO IHLAl' CARD)
MICRODEAL PL! PP!R
MICROOtA L F'ROOOER
MICAODE .. L PURl'
MICROOEAL GALACTIC Al'IBUSH
HICRODEAL GALAOOH
tU CROOE AL / DRAOON DATA OHOST ATTACK-NO INLAl'
:it lCROD!:AL OLAXXOHS
MICROOEAL. OOLP
HIC ROOEAL OOLP DRAGON DOS DISK
MICRODZA L ORABDER
IH CRODE AL ORABB.!.R ORAOOH DOS DIS!';
l<ICRODEAL INTERGALACTIC PORCE
HICROOE AL. I NV AOEAS
HICRODEAL INVADERS REVENOE
!'IICROOEAL J ERUSA L EM A DVENTURE Z
MICRODEAL JUNIORS REVEHOE
S ]2K
H ICROOEA L KATEAPILL.AR ATI'ACX
MICRODEAL KEYS OP THE WIZ AR D
)'!ICRODEAL " THE KIHO"
PIICROOEAL KINO TU T
MICAODEAL LUN AJI RO'nR PATROL
$ J2K
NICROOE AL >'.ANSION ADVE.'l'n.IR!'; l
MICRODEAL MODULE MAN
• l'tt CRODEAL MODULE >'.AN OlSK UPGRADE OAAOON DOS
!H CROO t:AL/DRAGOH DATA MOON HOPPER
a )Zit
MICAODEAL MOROCC O GRANO PRIX
l't ICRO~ AL MR DI G
:itICROD!AL MR 01 0 ORAOOH DOS DISK
PII CRO~ AL MJI DJO PREMIER DOS DISX
Jo\ICRODEAL HUDPIES
S J2K

I use our 24 hour service
I ~~- ~
1 By phone with credit card
0726 68020
I By post to

u~

1 • 1 • 11 ' 1 • • • 1

111I11 • I ' I
DRAGON OA!'C ES SOPT WARE
s DENOTES PROGRAMS TO RUN OH OAAGON '

l

4. 77
I 4 . 7U
52.13

95
9.95
9, 9 5

DRAGON TREK PRENCH
PRANKLINS TOMB l'At,..CH
NIGHT ?'LIGHT PRE,..CH
RED MEANH.:S PRENCH
'ltIZARDS LAIR PREHCH

TO ORDER

LIHt
LI NE
L1HE
LINE
LINE
LUlE
L lHE
LINE
L.l:lE

PROORAMS •••••••••

DJ'\AOON PUNCH PROGRAMS

SALA>'.AHOER
SALAMANDER
SALA ,...AHDER
SALA>'.ANDER
SALAM.ANDER

]. 03
95 .6 5

HEW
HEW
HEW
NEW
)'IEW
NEW
HEW
NEW
NEW

1 • 11 • 11 '

PROO RAM S

lUCRODEAL COMPOSER
MlCJIODEAL COto\POSER DRAGON DOS DISK
!i!ICRODEAL COf'\POSER PRU\I ER 005 DISK
HJ CRODEAL CORES EDITOR ASS ! PIBl..ER TAPE
i4ICRODEAL PAOOR AM1'!£R3 UTILITIES
MI CROOEAL. RAINBOW WR ITEA CA SSETTE
NICFIODEAL RAINBOW WRITEA DRAOON DOS DISK
N I CROD£AL TELE- ARTIST
:.!ICRODEAL T Et.E -P'ORTM CASS ETTE
SALAMANDER OFIAPHICS Sl'ST~ M
111111

z . oo

1. 95

MICRODEAL P'ILMASTR CASSETTE
MICRODE AL TELEWRITER WORD PROCESSOR CAS SET'TE
MICRODEAL TELEWRITER UPGRADE TO DISK POR:
DRAGON OR CUMAHA S YSTEI":
IUCROD!:AL TELEWRI Tr: R UPGRA DE TO PREMI ER DISK
MICROOEAL T E L E:-MOO POR TELLWRITER CASSETTE
SALMIANDE R DAT A AETRIE V AL SYSTEM CAS.5B~
SALA/14AHDE11 DATA AETJIIE V AL ORAQON DOS DISK
•111

l . 00
60.00
60.82
165.Z2
4]t. 78
5 . 00
1).00

•••• 1 ••

MICROD!:AL MACHINE LAMOUAGE TUTOR IAL
HICROD?:AL HACHINE / L / nJTOR DR AGON DOS DISK
MICROD!:AL HACHIHE/L/ TUTOA PREl':IER DOS DISK
l"UCRODEAL TOUCH TYPIHQ TUTOR
SAIJJtAND£R TURTLE GRAPHICS
SALAM.ANDER T1JRTLE GRAPHICS DRAGO>: DOS DISK
SAt.AlUHD!:R TURTLE GRAPHICS PREl': IER DOS DISK
•SHARDS P'AMILY PROGR A)'!S
' SKA.RDS MONSTER MATHS
••• ••••

2.R ETA J L
{ EX '/AT )

5

.oo

o.qo

6.ou

6.91
6.91
6.91
6.91
5.17
6.91
6 .91
6. 70
6.96
6,96
10 . 00
8 .69
6 . 011
12.lJ
lll.711
lli . 711
6.96
111.711
7 .J9
6,96
lli.711
8. 70
111 . 711
20 . 00
10.00

6.9E
6.96
1-.7•

10 . 00
10.00
lll.7U
111.711
10.00
11.35

O. J7

0.95

0.39
0.95

3.50
J.50
t . 15
3. 75
). 75

J . 011
).Oii
J.60
J . 26
) . J6
J.011

3 .50

J ,50

SOL D
SOL.D
SOLD
SOLD
SOLO
SOLD
SOLD
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOLO
SOL?
SOLD
SOLO
SOLO
SO LD
SOLO
SOL.0
SOLO
SOLO
SOL D
SOL O
SOL O
SOLO
SOLO
SOLD

OON!.
OONE
GONE
OOH!.
OONt
OONE
OOH£
OONt
GONE
OOH[
OOH£
OOMt
GONE
OOHE
QONE
OOHE
QOHE
OOH!
OON!
GONE
OON£
OONt
OONE
OONE
DON?
OON!

O. J O

3.011

BrPQ Chann" I !sla11<1 s 1Q r..1 SoulllP• n Ireland musr u!.<· col umn 2 anc1

'"" 750 '

- -----TYPE OF COMPUTER

ADDRESS------- - - - - - - - - - - - - -

YHE..>;
WHEN
WH!:N
WK!.N
WHEM
WHEN
WHEN
WM.EN
WMEN
WHEN
WMEN
WH!:H
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHEN
WHE.'<
WHEN
WHEN
WK!:N
WHEN
'J>P-N

0. 35

0.113

0.4 5

o. 3 5
26
28
JO
LO
LO
MZO
SH

6.96
6 . 96
6 . 96
6.96
8.65
6.96
6 . 96
8.65
6 . 91
5,17

POST CODE

I

-------t-;;~--- I
•I "

PLEASESUPPLY-- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - 1 , £ : : - - 
£

£
POST & PACKING
TOTAL ENCLOSED

£

-------~----~----------~

I
I

J

even slower still. This is because of the
increasing amount of number crunching
required as the number of co-ordinates
required to draw the object increases. It is
not possible to speed up the program
without resorting to machine code . Howev
er, by turning to "offline animation " we can
make the object move much faster, Listing
Two will spiral a tank around the screen,
giving perspective views from below and
above as it wanders over the screen . (Insert
a "REM " in Lines 610 and 620 to change
the tank for a plane.) When RUN , the
program will display an option list and wait
for a keypress . Press < G> and then go
and have a cup of coffee whilst the prog
ram number crunches for five to ten minutes.

The program will calculate all the screen
co-ordinates needed to draw the moving
object, and then save them to the protected
memory above address 20000 . If the
program does not crash due to the object
moving out of range of the screen display,
the program will return to the menu screen
once the memory reserved for data has
been filled . In either case , the data can now
be saved to tape by pressing < S>. or run
by pressing < R> .
When the < R> option is selected , the
program will display the tank spiralling
around the screen . Each tank is drawn on
graphics pages five to eight, and once
completed is copied to the display screen .
Because the program reads the screen

co-ordinates from memory, and has very
little number crunching to do, the tank will
move quickly, with hardly a pause between
each successive picture.
If the <S>ave option is selected , the
data is saved along with a count of the
number of co-ordinates in the object. When
reloaded < L> this count enables the
program to run data from any object with
any number of co-ordinates , without having
to enter the number of co-ordinates separ
ately.
Unlike Listing One which used an up
dated array system to carry the co-ordinate
data, Listing Two reads the data from data
statements. This reduces the complexity of
the matrices required to manipulate the
objects. Instead, the matrix values are
constantly updated, and the co-ordinates
recalculated.

Ul
·.-l

~I

I

c:

~

b

~
'

I

~ 1

,

I

Perspective

><

____-.S'

.S - - 

Object Co-ord

~

t

Xs

Xt

t

,.i,

I

~ 40 ~ 1 ~Zt4
I

Z-Axis

Xs/d = Xt I (d + 40 +Zt )
Xs

= d*Xt I

Ys

= d*Yt I (d + 40 + Zt )

Rotate 9 About X-Ax i s * Rot ate ~ About Y-Axis
0)
(cosO
0
( 1
0
( 0 cos9 sin9 0) * ( 0
( sin~
( 0 - sin9 cosQ 0 )
1)
( 0
( 0
0
0
( cos ¢
( sin9sin¢
( cos9sin¢
( 0

0
cosQ

-sin¢
sin9cos¢

-sin9 cosQcosP
0

0

o·

cos fl
0

0)
0)
0)
1)

CP
SP
CT
ST

(
(
(
(

0)
0)
0)
0)

-sinO

0
1
0
0

Vary d and 40 to
affect perspective

(d + 40 + Zt)

=
=
=
=

1
0
0
0 cose sinG
0 -sin9 cosQ
0
0
0

0)
0)
0)
0)

Rotate aOOut X-Axis

( cos8 sin9
( -sin6 cos9
( 0
0
( 0
0

cos (¢)
sin t ¢l
cos ( Q)
sin ( Q)

0
0
1
0

0)
0)
0)
0)

Rotate about Z-Axis

Xt = X*CP + Y* ( ST * SP ) + Z* ( CT *SP )
Yt = Y*SP + Z*ST
Zt = -X*SP + Y* ( ST * CP ) + Z* ( CT * CP )

( 1
( 0
( 0

0
1
0

( TX

TY

0
0
1
TZ

0)
0)
0)
1)

Translational

Table 4 - Multiplication using two rotations

( cosQ
( 0
( sinQ
( 0

0
1
0
0

-sin9
0
cos0
0

0
0
0
0

)
)
)
)

I
I
I

Rotate about Y-Axis

(s
( 0
( 0
( 0

0
0

0
0

s

o
o
o

0

0 )

0
1
0
0

0
0

0
0
0
1

0

s

Scaling
(-1
( 0
(·0
( 0

1
0

)
)
)
)

Reflection in Z/Y Plane

1'able 2 - Three Dimentional Transfonnation

C1C2C3C4
R1
R2
R3
R4

(A
(B
(C
(D

=

(R1C1
(R2C1
(R3C1
(R4C1

=

(Aa+Eb+Ic+Md,
(Ba+Fb+Jc+Nd,
(Ca+Gb+Kc+Od,
(Da+Hb+Lc+Pd,

Table

E I
F J
GK
HL

M)
N)
0)
P)

*

(a e i m)
(b f j

n)

(c g k o)
(d h l p)

R1C2
R2C2
R3C2
R4C2

R1C3
R2C3
R3C3
R4C3

Multiply each row of
Matrix 1 by each column
of Matrix 2 .

R1C4)
R2C4)
R3C4)
R4C4)

Ae+Ef+Ig+Mh,
Be+Ff+Jg+Nh,
Ce+Gf+Kg+Oh,
De+Hf+Lg+Ph,

3 - Matrix Combination

Ai+Ej+Ik+Ml,
Bi+Fj+Jk+Nl,
Ci+Gj+Kk+Ol,
Di+Hj+Lk+Pl,

Am+En+Io+Mp)
Bm+Fn+Jo+Np)
On+Gn+Ko+Op)
Dll+Hn+Lo+Pp)

Finally, there is a third approach we
can adopt to the study of three dimen
sional graphics. Instead of moving tanks
and jets around the screen, we can
generate symmetrical objects such as wine
glasses, by rotating a shaped line through
360 degrees. RUN Listing Four and
the computer will generate a perspec
tive view of a wine glass. When prompted
for rotation angles, enter values between
minus three and plus three. 1he pro
gram works by reading the line co
ordinates into an array. These are then
rotated through 360 degrees around the
Y-axis , in 23 steps. The program keeps
track of the current line, and the last line, in
the
arrays
" OLD(X,
1-3)"
and
"ROTA TED(X, 1-3)". The three dimension
al co-ordinates of the new line are used to
calculate the screen co-ordinates for the
perspective view, which are stored at
ROTATED(X, 4&5). The program then
joins
each
of
the
OLD(- )
and
ROTATED(-) co-ordinate pairs with a line,
and draws in the new ROTATED line. Then
the ROTA TED(- ) data is transferred to the
OLD(- ) array, and the next line is calcu
lated .
It is possible to change the perspective
calculations to include scaling or to put a
loop into the program to spin the glass
about the X-axis or the Z-axis . Any such
alterations must be made to the perspec
tive calculations only (Lines 410-450). The
rotation calculations (Lines 480-500) must
not be changed, or the glass shape will be
destroyed. The object shape can be
changed by altering the data statement in
Line 520 . As with all the programs , this data
statement must be terminated by a 999 to
indicate the end of the co-ordinate data.
The only problem we are left with , is the
"Necker Cube " type of illusion . There are
times when it is not possible to tell whether
the glass is pointing towards us, or away
from us. Although there are some visual
clues from the relative sizes of the near and
distant parts of the glass, the eyes are often
fooled . This is a problem common to all
symmetrical wire frame models, and can
only be solved by the use of " hidden line
removal " techniques . These I leave for you
to work on .

-·
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LISTING +t:1.
3D ROTAT:ION.
10 POKE65495.0:'***SPEED UP POKE***
20 PCLEAR8:PMODE4,1 : PCLS•SCREEN1,0:
PMODE4.~

,0,3,3,0,3,0.0,3,5,0,-3,10.-3,9
99
380 '*** JET bATA ***
390 DATA 40,0,0,5,-~.0,-~0,0.0,10,5
. 10. 40. 0 . 0 . rn . ~. -10 . 10 . 5 .. 10. 10 .
5,-10.-50,0,0,-55,5,-15 , -45,0,0
,-55,5,15,-~0. 0 .0,-~5 .15.0,-45,

30 D•200•'***DISTANCE FROM SCREEN T

0 EYE***
THETA•.l•'***ROTATION STEP***
SS•SINCTHETA)•CC•COSCTHETA)
TX•0•TY•0•TZ•0
NUM•0•RESTORE
80 READ A•IF A<>999 THEN NUM•NUM+l:
GOT080
90 NUM•NUM/3-l • '***CALCULATE NUMBER
OF CO-ORDINATES
100 DIM COORDSCNUM,3)
110 RESTORE
120 FOR A•0 TO NUM•FOR B•l TO 3 •RER
D COORDS(A,8) 1 NEXT 9.A
130 '***MAIN LOOP***
140 A•0•X•COORD8<0,1) 1 Y•COORDSC012)
•Z•COORDSC013'•G08UB220
1~0 PCLS1LINE<XS,YS)-(XS1YS),p5ET
160 FOR A•l TO NUM 1 X•COORD8CA 1l ) 1 Y•
COORDSCA,2):Z•COORDSCA.3>•GOSUB
220
170 LINE-CXS,YS>,PSET •NEXT A
180 LINEC0,91)-C255,91),PSET •LINEC1
40
50
60
76

25,0)-(12~,191),PSET

190 FOR A•l TO 4•PCOPY R+4 TO A•NEX
T A

200
210
220
230
240
250

GOT0140
'***TRANSLATION***

><T=X

YT=Y*CC-Z*SS+TY*CC-TZ*SS-TY
ZT=Y*SS+Z*CC+TY*SS+TZ*CC-TZ
COORDSCA,1)•XT•COORDSCA,2)•YT : C
OORDS(A,3)•ZT
2600 '***PERSPECTIVE***
270 S=2 '' ***SCALE OF DRAWING***
280 XS=S*XT*D/CZT+40+D)+12~
290 YS•-S*YT*D/CZT+40+D)+91
300 RETURN
310 '*** PYRAMID DATA ***
320 DATA -10,-10,-10,-10,-10 , 10,10,
-10.10.10,-10.-10 . -10.-10.-10,0
. 20.0 .. 10,-10, 10, 10.-H.'1.-10 . 0 . 20
,0,-10.-10.10,999
330 '*** SECOND PYRAMID***
340 DATA 10,10,10 , 10,10,30,30,10,30
'30.· 10, 10, 10. 10. 10. 20 . 20 .. 40. 30 ..
10,30.10,10,30.20,20 , 40,30 ,10. 1
0 .. 999
350 '*** TANK DATA ***
360 DATA -10,-10,-5,10,-10,-5,10 ,- 1
0,5,-10.-10.~.~10.-10.-5,-7,0 , -

3,7,0,-3, 10 . -10,-5,7.0 . -3,? ,0,3
,10,-10,5,7,0,3,-7,0,3,-10.-10.
5, -7, 0, 3.• -7, 0.•

-~I

370 DATA -3,0,-3,-3,10,-3,-3,10,3,
3, 0, 3, -3, 10 .• 3 . ~I .• 5, 0 .• 12 .• 5 .• 0 .•12.• 3

0.0

400 DATA 10,0,0,-10,10,50,-5,0,0,-1
0.10,-50,10.0,0,999
410 '(C) 1985 PETER WHITTAKER.
L.ISTit·.fG

OFFLINE

# 2 ..

ANIMATION

10 POKE65495,0:'SPEED UP POKE
20

CLEAR200,20000:PCLEAR8:8YTE=2000

1
30 '***OPTION SELECTION***
40 CLS : PR I NT!!! 10) II 30 C•RTA DRA~·.l 11 : pi;:: I t·i
T: PRHH
5~1 F'R I tH II GHlERATE DATA ( G ;. II
60 F'R I fH II RUt·l C'RAt•J C•ATA t'. R ) II
71i.:1 PF.: I tH II SAVE ORTA
( s ) II

F'RitH LORD DATA
t'. L )
90 R!!I= I t·WE'r'!$ : IF A$=
THEt..f
100 IF R!i= G THEt·i 160
110 IF R$= F.:
THEt·l 360
11

gi:,::1

11 11

11

11

11

11

11

90

1. 21~1 IF A$= II s II THEl"l 570

130
140
150

IF A$= 11 L
GOT090

11

THHl

590

'***CALCULATE NUMBER OF POINTSt
::t:::t.

160

RESTORE : NUM=0

170 READ A:IF A<>999 THEN NUM=NUM+l

:GOT0170
l 80 tKIM=~lUM/3-1
190 POKEBYTE-1,NUM:'SAVE NUM IN COD
E

200 '***CALCULATE CO-ORDINATES***

210 D=100:S=2:'DISTANCE OF EYE FROM

SCREEN, AND SCALING FACTOR FOR
DISPLAY.
220 TX=0 : TY=50:TZ=80
230 THETR=THETA+.l:'ROTATION STEP
240 IF TY>49 THEN VERTICAL=-1ELSE I
F TY<-50 THEN VERTICAL=l
250

TY=TY+VERTICAL

260 RESTOF.~E
270 READ X,Y,Z•GOSU8490

280 POKEB'r'TE,XS:POKEBYTE+l,YS:SYTE=
8'~TE+2

290 FOR R=l TO NUM:RERD x,y,z
:3121121 GOSU8490

310 POKE 8YTE,XS:POKE8YTE++1,YS:8YTE
=B'r'TE+2
320 PRINTBYTE:IF 8YTE>32600 'THEN GO
T040

330 .NEXT A
340 GOT0230
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:350
360
370
380
390
400
410
42Ci'
4:30
440
450

' **C' I SPLAY DATA TO SCREEtff.*
PMODE4 , 1 •PCLS •SCREEN1 . 1

0 . 10 . -50 . 10 . 0.0 . 999
660 "( C ) 1985 PETER WHITTAKER.

BYTE~20001 • NUM=PEEK(BYTE-1 )

LISTING tt3.
MATRIX MULTIPIER
100 CLS •PRINTf!6 , "MATRI X MIJLTIPLICAT
!OW ' PRINT
110 DIM A( 16). 8( 16) ,C( 16 )
120 F'RitH"[A E I MJ Ca. • · 1 ml"
130 PRINT"[B F J t1J Cb f .J ml"
140 PRINT"[C G K · OJ Cc 9 k oJ"
150 PRIHT"[C• H L P::J [d h \ P::J"
170 FOR A=! TO 16
180 PR I NTCHR!ll( 64+A) J , INPUTA( A)
190 NEXT A
200 FOR A=1 TO 16
2 l 0 F'R HHCHR!li( 96+A) .: • INPUT8C A>
220 t-IEXT A
250 FOR RO~J= 1 TO 4 ,FOR COLUMN "'1 TO

PMODE4 , 5 •PCLS
XS=PEEK( BYTE )' ~·s=PEEK< 8YTE+1 ) L
HJE< XS, YS )- ( XS , 'r'S ), PSET
8'r'TE=8'r'TE+2
FOR A•! TO NUM
LH1E-< PEEK< BYTE) , PEEK<8YTE+·1 :• ),.
PSET •8YTE=8YTE+2
NE)<:T A
LINE( 0 , 91)-(255,91),PSET •LINE(1
25 .. Ci')-( 125, 191 ), PSET
FOR A= 1 TO 4 ' PCOPY A+4 TO A' ~lEX
T

460
470
480
49121
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610

620

IF 9YTE>3260121 THEt~ 40
GOTO 38121
"***ROTATION***
XT=X*COS< THETA )+Z*SHK THETA )+TX
*COS<THETA)+TZ*SIN(THETA)
YTaY+TY
ZT•X*-SlN(THETA >+Z*COS<THETA >-T
X*SIN<THETA )+TZ*COS(THETA )
' ***PERSPECTIVE***
XS=125+S*D*XT/CZT+80+D >
YSa91-S*D*YT/(ZT+80+D )
RETURN
, ***SF:l".IE DATA TO TAPE***
CSAVEM"DATA3D" .. 2012100,BYTE , 0 •GOT
040
'***LOAD DATA FROM TAPE*'.!'.*
CLOADM"DATA3D" •GOT040
'*** TANK DATA ***
DATA -10 . 0.-s,10.0 . -s .10 .. 0 . 5.-1
0 .0 .. 5.-10.0.-5.-7 . 10. -3 . 7 . 10 . - 3
,10 , 0 . -5 , 7 , 10.-3 .7 .. 10 .. 3 . 10 . 0 . 5 ..
7 , 10 .. 3,-7_.10 .. 3.-10 . 0 . 5 , -7 , 10.3 ,
..,7, 10 . -3
DATA -3,10 , -3,-3,20,-3,-3,20 . 3,
-3.10 . 3,-3,20 , 3 , 3,15_.0.12 . 15.0 .

4

260 A=ROW•B=<COLUMN-1>*4+1
270 C=A+8-1
280 C(C)=A<A >*8CB)+A(A+4 )*8<B+1)+A(
A+8 )*8(8+2 )+A( A+12l*8(8+3)
2:?0 NEXT CO.RO
300 FOR A=1 TO 4
310

PRil-~T

11

C: 11 .: C ( A )j

11

1

11

;C( A+4 );

11

,

11;C(

A+8);","JC( A+12 )J" ::J" ' PRINT
320 NEXT A
330 ' ( C) 1985 PETER WHITTAKER.

LI S TING *43D LINE ROTATION
1"10 POKE65495 , 0
110 CLS •PR I NT!:;!? , "3D CUP PERSPECTI "IE
• " ' PRWT ' PRINT
120 It4PIJT"Et~TER SIDEl~AYS ROTATION" .1
PHI
130 INPUT"E~nER FORl~ARDS ROTATIOt-1" i
PSI
140 D=1 00 ' S"'4
150 NUt1=0 •RESTORE
160 READ A' IF A0999 THEN t~UM,.NUM+ 1
, GOT0160
170 NUM=NIJM/3
180 PMODE4 , 1 •PCLS 1 'SCREpl 1. 0 'COLOR0

12 .. 13, 0, 3, 13 ) 0, 3 .. 10 , 0 , 3 .· 15 1ei, - 3
·' 20 .. -3, 999

630 "*** JET DATA ***
640 DATA 40,0,0,5 , -5,0,.-50 . 0 , 0 , 10,5
"10. 40 . 0 , 0. 10 . 5 , -10, 10, 5, 10 . 1121 ,
5,-10 ,-50 , 0 . 0,-55 ,5, -15 , -45,0 . 0

190 C• IM OLD( NIJ~1 , 5 ) , ROTATED< NIJM , 5 )
200 RESTORE •FOR. A•l TO N.IJM •FOR 8"'1
TO 3 •READ ROTATEDCA , 8 )• NEXT B

, -~~ 1 ~11~ , -~010 1 0 1 -~~ , 1~ ,0 , -4~ ,

0. 0
650 DATA 10 , 0,0 , -10 , 10 ,50, -5 ,0,0. -1

210 GOSUU8 410 •".. PERSPECTI VE CALCIJLAT
ION
220 NE XT A
230 FOR A=1 TO NUM •FOR B=l T0· 5 •0LD
( A,B>•ROTATED<A , B)•NEXT 8 , A
240 FOR A=t TO 5 : 0LD(0 , A)cOLD~ ! .. A;"
NEXT A
~
250 THETA=.3
260 FOR COIJNTml TO 21
270 FOR A•l TO NIJM '
280 GOSIJ8 480 ''***ROTATION.***
290 GOSU8 410 ' "***PERSPECTIVE***
300 LI NE< OLD( A, 4 ), OLD< A, 5» >;'<.jOTATE
0 ( A, 4 ), ROTATED< A, 5) ), PSET '
310 LINE( OLC« A-:J , 4 ), OLD< A-1, S) )-:< OL
•
D( A, 4 ), 0LD<A , 5) ), PSET
320 ~lEXT A
~ 33Cil FOR A=l TO NIJM.. •FOR 8•1 TO 5
:340 OLD( A, B >•ROTATED< A, 8 >
350 NEXT 8.A
360 FOR A•l TO 5 •OLCi< 0 , A>=OLD< 1.. A> '
NEXT A
370 NEXT COUNT
'380 SOUND100, 1
390 GOT0390
400 ' ***PERSPECTIVE***
410 X=ROTATED(A , l >*COS(PHI >+ROTATED
( A, 2 )*-COSCPSI>*SIN<PHI>+ROTATE
D< A, 3 >*Sm<PS I )'.f:srn<PHI )
420 Y•ROTATED( A, l>*SIN<PHll+ROTATED
( A"2 >*COS< PH I >*COS<PS I )+ROTATED
( A,. 3 >*-SI N( PSI >*COS( PHI )
430 Z=ROTATED(A , 2 >*SIN( PSl )+Ro'TATED
'( A, 3 )*COS< PSI)
440 ROTATED< A, 4 )•125+S*C'*X/( Z+300+D
)

450 ROTATEC« A, 5 >=91-S*D*Y/( Z+300+D)
460 RETUR~l
470 '***ROTATION***
480 ROTATED(A , l)=OLD(A , l>*COS( THETA
)+OLD( A, 3 )*S !H( THETA )
490 ROTATED<A ~ 2 ) =0LD(A,2)
51210 ROTATED( A.. 3 >=OLD( A" 1 >*-SIN( THET
A)+OLD<A ,3)*COS<THETA >
510 RETURN
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DATA
~ ..

SUPPLIED WITH
LIGHTPEN

SKETCH

£7.95

~D>:1

i':,

F
I>

~·ijT

;.. :
n
: .h-,.-;.!I!
!·
:.·

!: ·'. .. .•

1·.·

I .:: ..

* 4 pen sizes
* Dotted lines, adjustable spacing
* Shape linked brush
* 2 drawing screens
* Solid and empty boxes
SPECIAL OFFER:
* Polygons
* Freehand sketch
DATAPEN
LIGHTPEN and
* Solid and shaded fil l
* Printer/Plotter dump
DRAGON-ORAW Software
* Save and Load
only £29.95
* Get and Put from different screen s

Datape~j
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0 , 939

DRAGON
SOFTWARE

~ONLY
This superb lightpen-driven drawing
program allows the DRAGON's hi-res
graphics commands to be used
directly from the on-screen menu
shown here. There are a wealth of
commands available and the lightpen
response is virtually instantaneous.

-~0,

530 '( C) 1985 PETER WHITTAKER

~~

DRAGON DRAW

40)60 , 0 ,35 ~ 10 , 0 , 5 , 0 ) ~ 1 ~ , -4

0 .. 30 .·

. .. .. . : :j
~;;{:::f :l

:

:;~ : : 1

.:

:: "'j
>:J

* PMODE 4 with 2-colour drawing
* PMODE 1 with 4-colour drawing
* On screen menu
* Circles, Lines , Colour Fill
* Erase and adjustable locked grid
for accurate drawing

*
*
*
*
*
*
*

SHAPE

PMODE4
On screen menu
Design shapes on enlarged scale
Construct shape libraries
Plot shapes
Rotate, Join , Fill
Use pictures in SKETCH or
DRAGON-DRAW

PLUS details for use in your own
programs
ALL FOR ONLY £25.00 inc. VAT and
Postage

Available from: DEPT. DU
Datapen Microtechnology Ltd., Kingsclere Road, Overton, Hants RG25 3JB
Tel: (0256) 770488

USEFUL SOFTWARE
FOR DRAGON 32/64/128
AND DRAGONDOS/CUMANA DOS 2.0
Professionally written programs for home, clubs, and
small business, with random access disk filing and
our 42 by 24 screen with true lower case.

MONEYBOX

Personal accounts

£14.99

Controls income and expenses etc. Optional VAT analysis for use as small
business cash book.

MAILBOX

Mailing list

£16.99

Stores names. add resses and up to 10 use r-defined fields. Prints labels,
letter-starts, reports . etc.

NEW!

SHAREBOX

Stocks and shares

£16.99

Prints or displays share valu ations, capital gains, dividends and tax
credits. income forecast. price changes. draws graphs of price trends .

SALESBOX

Sales Ledger

£19.99

Balance brought forward, with cash allocated over 4 periods. Files can be
read by CASHBOX.

BILLSBOX

Purchase Ledger

£19.99

Balance brought forward, with cash allocated over 4 periods . Files can be
read by CASHBOX.

CASH BOX

Nominal Ledger

£19.99

Double entry accounting system . Prints trial balance, balance sheet.
profit and loss, budgets, forecasts . audit trail. Reads sales/purchases.

NEW!

STOCKBOX

Stock control

£19.99

Records orders , stock changes. Prints low stock list. orders outstand 
ing, valuation, turnover. price list, stock movemen ts. Bulk changes
prices.

ORDERBOX

Invoicing

£16.99

Prints invoices etc. on pl ain or pre-printed paper. Can link to
SALESBOX or STOCKBOX .
Cheques/POs/Further details/Dealer enquiries to :

HARRIS MICRO SOFTWARE
49 Alexandra Road, Hounslow,
Middlesex TW3 4HP
Tel: (01) 570 8335

'• '•

! STOP
PRESS

'• '• '•

SAVE £100 ON THE AMAZING TOUCHMASTER
GRAPHICS TABLET 
THAT'S RIGHT, £100
Check this magazine, and you won 't find the Touchmaster
on offer anywhere else for much less than £150

OUR SCOOP PURCHASE PRICE IS JUST £49 .95 +
CARRIAGE!!!
AND THAT'S NOT ALL - ORDER NOW AND WE 'LL
GIVE YOU ALMOST £40 WORTH OF SOFTWARE
FREE!!!
It's an unbeatable bargain! We took a consignment of
Touchmasters to the 6809 Show, and they were snapped
up almost before we could draw breath . Even the other
stand-holders were buying them!
The tablet's cable plugs into your computer's cartridge port.
You can then create your own incredibly detailed pictures
on the computer's high resolution screen in all available
colours by simply "drawing" on the tablet with the supplied
stylus ... or even with your finger!
It's great for Dragon fans of every age. Forget about
graphics commands - just plug in, switch on and start your
masterpiece! When you 've finished , your work can be
saved to tape or disk for use in your own programs.
The Touchmaster has another exciting use. There's a·
range of software available with their own overlays , which
allow you to use a Touchmaster instead of the keyboard
so to make a move or a decision , you simply touch the
appropriate illustration on the overlay.
But there's no need to shop around for the software.
AS PART OF THIS INCREDIBLE BARGAIN, WE 'LL SEND
YOU FIVE FREE TOUCHWARE PROGRAMS, WORTH
£39.75!

!iofr\/\/are

Please add £3 as a part-payment towards carriage and
insurance (yes , we 're even giving you a barg"ain on that!)

£5.95

COMPUTA FRUITA

A de-luxe fruit mach ine simulation presented in colourful high
re solution graphics featuring : 4 drums . Spin . Respin . Hold.
Gamble , Collect . Nudge . Bounce . Blind . Cancel. Jackpot. Hi-Lo .
Bonus . and Auto-Win. New drums manufactu red for each game.

WIZARD PINBALL

NEW

PLUS: BRITAIN'S BIGGEST BARGAINS
IN DRAGON JOYSTICKS
£5.95

A de-luxe all machine code pinball simulation in colourful high resolution graphics featuring:
Flippers . Bumpers. Gates . Bonus Balls . Bonus Scores and Magnetic Hold .

CESIL INTERPRETER

NEW

£3.95

A machine code implementation of th elow level teaching language CESIL which is widely used in
schools to teach ·o· level candidates the funamentals of assembly language programming .
Instruction manual supplied.

JUMBO'S TROUBLES

£5.95

A 100% machine code game presented in high resolution graphics . Guide JUMBO . an an imated
elephant. up and down the ladders in the house to collect a variety of household items. Beware of
the revolving screws and Nokos which inhabit the house a th ey will try to stop you from
repossessing their goods . Score. high score. lives remaini ng and bonus points are continuously
displayed .

SPACE CASTLE

£3.95

A 100% machine code arcade game presented in colourful high resolut ion graphics . Manoeuvre
your space ship and blast a hole through the 3 rotating space rings which defend the space castle
to destroy the space city . The space city is also defended by lasers and zappers . 30 levels of
difficulty . One joystick requi red .
Also available:
£3.95
£4 .95 CRAZI PLUMBER
TIME PORT 1
£6.45 EVICTOR
£3.95
£4 .95 SMASH
TIME PORT 2
£6.45 RED ALERT
£2 .95
£4 .95 STARWORO
DRAGON STARTREK £6.45 ALI ENS +
£2 .95
TRIPLET
£4 .95
STRATEG Y
£6.45 TRACE CHASE
£2 .95
£3 .95 SIRIUS IV
DECATHLO N
£5 .95 CLOWNS
£2 .95
£3 .95 WIZARD
STARTING FRACTION S £5 .95 DISMON
TOUCHDOWN
£5 .95
All prices inclusive, mail order, cheques or postal orders to:

WIZARD SOFTWARE, DEPT. DU, PO BOX 23
DUNFERMLINE, FIFE KY11 SAW
Send large SAE (7in x Sin) for full.program catalogue
Royalties paid for machine code DRAGON softw'!re

QUICKSHOT 2 AUTOFIRE The world's most popular
joystick-over four million in use! Suitable for most games.
RRP £14.95. OUR PRICE £12 .95 POST FREE!!!
PRO-STICK POTENTIOMETER STICKS Our own top
selling , top quality, genuine double potentiometer floating
joysticks - suitable for ALL Dragon games . RRP £11.95 .
OUR PRICE £9.95 pair, £5 .50 each POST FREE!! !
BOOKS The BEST Dragon books ever - at crazy prices!
We've posted over 5,000 copies since this amazing offer
first appeared. Titles are Advanced Sounds & Graphics
On The Dragon, Artificial Intelligence On The Dragon,
Dragon Garnesmaster, Dragon Trainer, Working Dra
gon. Total RRP £30 .75. OUR PR ICE £1.80for1 , £3.40 for
2, £4.80 for 3, £5 .95 for 4 or £6 .95 for all 5, POST FREE!!!
CASSETTE LEADS/AERIAL LEADS £2.50 EACH!!!
POWER SUPPLIES £14 .95 POST FREE!!!
D USER BACK NUMBERS Phone or please send s.a.e.
for list.
TO ORDER: Just note your name , address and goods
required on the back of your cheque or PO. Access/Visa
card holders may phone their order to 0636 705230 at any
time , day or night.

PEAKSOFT, 48 QUEEN STREET
BALDERTON, NEWARK, NOTTS. NG24 3NS
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Donkey's Tail
An old family favourite brought to you by Brian Hinson

NOW THAT the extremely late summer has
been forced to depart and we are all
huddled round our computers with our
·loved ones , I thought it was about time we
had a really easy game that everyone can
play. (Well anyone who can use a joystick.)
Grandad and the toddlers should be able
to manage this one. But it will take you a bit
of work to get it ready , especially if you want
it to be attractive to visitors around fo r
those dark February evenings.
· You will need a drawing in PMODE 3 of a
donkey, some form of instructions and the
main listing . Now there are several ways of
achieving this:
1) I have provided full listings here that will
allow you to set everything up as I have
designed it.
2) If you have " Artist", as published in
Dragon User in April 1985, you will be able
to produce your own machine code pro
gram from a donkey you draw yourself.
3) If you have " Zippy", as published in
Dragon User in October 1985 you can
produce your own title pages.
4) You may have another means of produc
ing the donkey and/or title pages.
From now on I will assume you are using
my listing, but will add notes as appropriate
for those who are not. When all the listings
are completed and recorded on to tape in
the right order the following will happen :
type CLOAD and the " START" program
will load . Type RUN and a few bars of the
" Donkey serenade" will play followed by
the display of the first title page whilst the
" DONKEY" graphics are loaded . The
second title page will be displayed whilst
the main program loads. Type RUN when
the " OK " prompt appears.
This will display a Donkey standing in a
field of green . The animal moves to a
random position where it is seen for only a
moment. You are then given a tail coloured
red, yellow or blue , which you move using
the right joystick, to where you think the
Donkey's bottom is. Press the button and
see how close you are! The Donkey
re-appears with the new tail . Pass the
joystick to the next player and press 'R' for
a new tail of the next colour. The blank
green screen is displayed with the new tail
to be positioned .
When you want the Donkey to find a new
place to hide press the Spacebar. All
screens are cleared and you start all over
again with the Donkey appearing in a new
random position.
But that's all in the future - for the pre
sent let's get down to business. first you
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need to type in the " Star" program listing
and save it near the beginning of a
blank tape .
Next you need an introductory title page.
I offer you Listing 1 which will create and
save a machine code program to display
basic information on the text screen whilst
your donkey graphics load.
Now you will need a Donkey! If you like
you can draw your own donkey in the
rectangle defined by (0,66) - (114, 170). If
you are using "ARTIST" load the program
as normal but before running it edit the
CSAVE part to read: 1010 ... .. .. CSAVEM
"DONKEY ", 1536,7679 ,1536
RUN and set up the PMODE 3,1
SCREEN 1,0 with a green background.
Before you actually start to draw press
BREAK and put in the following direct
command: LINE (0,66) - (114, 170), PSET,
B:SCREEN1.0:CONT. You will now
be able to see exactly where your
Donkey must be drawn . (Face the donkey

to the left.) When ready put the tape
in your recorder and proceed with the
" SAVE " routine.
Alternatively you can use the Graphics
listing to create a machine code program
and save it after the first title page. The
program given provides , in Line 210, a
meqns of checking all the programs on the
tape so far by including SKIPF . If all is OK
the Donkey picture is saved.
Now all that remains is to type in
and save the main program . Note that
this must be saved with the name
" PINTAIL" so that it will be automatically
loaded by the START program.
Reqind the tape , plug in the right joystick,
type CLOAD and when the " OK .. prompt
appears type RUN . Sit back and watch
the screens change as the programs load.
Again type RUN when the " OK " prompt
appears and see how close you can get that
tail to its correct location . No cheating is
allowed and any arguments about where
the tail should be will be settled by Mum'

START..,..
t(1 !:LS(i

= "jc~psus

. 1,ft:.~)(1

24) CUJAbM ,;NED" ~

44;)

CLEAF~54i)(1

54)

PCLEAF.:8

E,,) DIM H (4(H)), Tl
7(1

(10),

T2

(1(1)

C=4

:;::,;:1 F'MCtt>E:3, ~ : .PCLS
90 CLOADM "DON~:::EY"
'-:J":I CLOADM "NED2" : GOSU8 4,),;:1
HH)

CLOAD "PINTAIL"

4(H) ' rnus i

•=

s1.1b

FOR A=1 TO 8
READ AS
. P ~AY AS
NE>::T A
F.:ETUF.:N w.·.·
.., }A•
5,;:") DATA · TSJJ:3Efi!:3GiF'6, L4DEGP6, L4DEGP6
51(1 DA"TA O~L:3C0 :3L4A1:1'E, 0:3L7DCDEL:3GF'6
520 DAJA I
.GL3DEL20P4
53(1 D~'T'A
:::L66L50:31~
540 DATA 03L4A04CL6DEFED ·

410
420
4 :30
45,)

6_..,

10
20
30
4()
45
50
6()
65
71)
:3(1

CLS
FOR A=1024 TO 1535
READ 8 : POKE A,8
NE>::T A
MOTOF~ ON
SOUND 250,1
KS=INKEYS
IF f<S =" " THEN 5(1
MOTOR OFF
CSAVEM "NED" • 1024. 15:35, 1 v)24
END
1(11)() DATA
156, 156. 156. 156. 156
1(11(1 DATA
156, 156, 156, 156, 156
1020 DATA
156. 4. 15. 14. 11
10:3(1 DATA 5, 25, 156, 156, 156
1040 DATA
156, 156. 156, 156, 156
1(15(1 DATA
156, 156, 156, 156, 156
1(16(! DATA
156, 156. 239, 239, 239
107(1 DATA 239, 239, 239, 239, 239
10::::(1 DATA 239, 239. 239, 239, 239
10·:i(1 DATA 239, 239, 239, 239, 239
11':'.H) DATA 239, 239. 239, 239, 239
111(~ DATA
239, 239, 239, 239, 239
1120 DATA 239, 239, 239. 239, 13
113') DATA 25, 239, 4, 15 , 14
114(1 DATA
11, 5, 25, 2:3·:i. 14
115(1 DATA 5, 4, 239, :3, 1
116v) DATA
19, 239. 12. 15, 19
1170 DATA 20, 239, 8, 9, 1 9
11:30 DATA 23·:i, 2v), 1, 9, 12
119') DATA 33, 239, 239, 239, 239
1200 DATA 239, 239, 239, 239, 239
1210 DATA 239, 239. 239, 239, 239
122v) DATA 239, 239. 239, 239, 239
1230 DATA 239, 239, 239, 239, 239
1240 DATA 239, 239, 239. 239, 239
1250 DATA 239. 239. 239, 239, 16
12, s. 1. 1·:i, 5
126v) DATA
127') DATA 239. 23. 9. 12, 12
12::::0 DATA 239, 25. 15, 21, 239
1290 DATA 8, 5, 12, 16. 2 :39
1:3,)0 DATA
131') DATA 239, 9, 20. 63, 239
1320 DATA 239, 239, 239, 239 , 239
1:33(1 DATA 239, 239, 239, 239. 239
134v) DATA 239, 239. 239, 239, 239
135(1 DATA 239, 239, 239, 239, 239
1360 DATA 239, 239, 239, 239, 239
137') DATA 239, 239. 239, 239, 239
1:3:3,) DATA 239, 239, 236, 236, 236
13°:-i(, DATA 236, 236, 236, 236, 236
1400 DATA 236, 236, 236, 236, 236
1410 DATA 236, 236, 236, 236, 236
142') DATA 236, 236, 236, 236, 236
14:30 DATA 236, 236, 236, 236, 236
1440 DATA 236,
236, 236, 252
1450 DATA 252,
252, 252,
252, 252,
1460 DATA 252,

Listing 1 -

1470 DATA
14:30 DATA
14':i') DATA
15(H) DATA
1510 DATA
152v) DATA
153') DATA
154v) DATA
1550 DATA
1560 DATA
157') DATA
158v) DATA
1590 DATA
160') DATA
1610 DATA
162') DATA
163(1 DATA
1640 DATA
1650 DATA
16/.0.0 DATA
1670 DATA
1680 DATA
169') DATA
17v)v) DATA
1710 DATA
1720 DATA
1730 DATA
1740 DATA
1750 DATA
176v) DATA
1770 DATA
1780 DATA
1790 DATA
1800 DATA
1810 DATA
1820 DATA
1830 DATA
1840 DATA
1850 DATA
1860 DATA
1870 DATA
1880 DATA
1890 DATA
1900 DATA
1910 DATA
1920 DATA
1930 DATA
194v) DATA
1950 DATA
1960 DATA
1970 DATA
1980 DATA
1990 DATA
2000 DATA
2010 DATA
2v)20 DATA

252,
...... C" ·-·

..::. ...J..::.'

252,

252,

252, 252,
-.c::-.-.
252,
252,
4;.,;J.:,'
"'IC'"'I
.:.....J.:.' 255. 255, 255,
"'IC'C'
,;;_ ..;.._).
255, 255, 255,
"'IC'C'
L..J._J,
255, 255, 255,
255, ..::......J..J' 255, 255,
255, 255, 255, 255,
"'IC'C'
255, 255, 255,
255, 255,. 255, 255,
15, 15, 14, 255, 25
15, 21, 255, 23, 9
12, 12. 255, 1·:i, 5
252,
--C" --.

~...;.:..,

.-.C"C"

..::. .J~,

252
252

252
255

255
255
255
255
19

255, 1 9, 2,), 1 , 14
4, 9, 14, 7, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
· 255, 255, 255, 255, 255
9, 14, 255
255.
8, 9 , 1 ·:i, 255. 6
9 , 5, 12. 4, 46
255, 8. s. 255, 23
9, 12, 12. 255, 8
9, 4, 5, 46, 255
20, 18. 25. 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255. 255. 255, 255, 255
255, 255, 255, 255, 255
255, 20. 15, 255, 18
5, 13, 5, 13, 2
5, 18, 255, 23, 8
5. 18, 5, 255, 8
5, 255. 9, 19, 255
1. 14, 4, 255, 13
15, 22. 5, 239, 239
239, 239, 239, 239, 239
239, 239, 239, 239, 239
239, 239, 239, 239. 239
239, 2~9, 239, 239, 239
239, 239, 23·:i, 239. 239
239, 239, 239, 239, 239
8, 9, 19, 239, 20
1, 9, 12. 239, 21
1 ·~. 9, . 14, 7, 239
20, s. 5, 239, 10
15, 25. 19. 20. 9
3, 11, 46, 239, 239
239, 239, 0, 0, 0

Creates first title page
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10 PCLEAR 4 : PMODE 3 , 1
S CR EEN 1,0
30 °FOR A=0 TO 636
20 PCLS :

44) F.:EAD

~:,

C

F'Ot<E E:, C
60 NE:O-::T A
7(1 FOF.: E:= 1 TO 2(1
:30 Y=F.: l\JD (150) +:30
90 X=RND (100 ) +140
100 IF Y~60 THEN X=X-120
110 FOR A=l TO 3+RND (6 )
120 COLOR RND C3l +1,1
130 IF Y ~ 100 THEN Y2 =0
140 C=RND C20 > -10
150 IF Y>100 AND Y·:: 12(1 THEN Y2=2
160 IF Y>120 AND y ·:: 140 THEN 't'2=4
170 IF Y::· 13'? AND y ·:: 1 ::h) THEN Y2=6
:u:: (1 L I NE <::<, Yl - <::< + C , Y- Y2 - 3 l , F'S ET
l '?(1 NE><T A, E:
200 CLS : t=·F.:I NT "SEI YOUF.: TAPE UF' TO ·::F'LAY ::· WITH YOUF.: ·::DONf<EY::·
TAF'E ALF.'.EADY
CONTAININC; 'NED ' "
210 Sf<IPF " NED "
220 CLS2 : F F.: I NT " NOW SET THE F.:ECOF.:DEF.: TO ·::F.:ECORD ::· " : PF.: I NT " PF.'.ESS
·::F.: ::· WHEN F.:EADY"
230 f<$=INf<EY$: IF f::: $-::::· "F.: " THEN 23(1
240 CSAVEM"DONf<EY", 153E., 7679, 1536
25(1 END
1000 DATA 3714~3,3715 , 192,3 7 46,3,3747,240,3778,3,3779,112,3810
,3,3811, 112 , 3842,3,3843,112,3874,3,3875,112,3906,15,
3907,112,3938,63,3939,127,3970,255,3971,124,3972;192

5~)

0

1010 DATA 4002,213,4003 , 95,4004,192,4034,213,4035,87,4036,192,
4065,3,4066,223,4067,87,4068,192,4097,3,4098,95,4099
,215,4100,240 , 4129,15,4130,95,4131,87,4132,240 , 4161,
13. 4162, ::::7
1020 DATA 4163,87,4164,252,4193,61,4194 , 85,4195,85,4196 , 252 , 42
25 , 53,4226,85,4227 , 85,4228,95,4257,245,4258,85,4259,
85,4260,95,4261, 192,42 89,245,4290,85 , 4291,85 , 4292,95
, 429:3, 1'?2
1030 DATA 4320,3,432i,253,4322,85,4323,85,4324,87,4325,192,435
2,15,4353,93,4354 , 85,4355,245,4356,87,4357,192,4384,
13,4385,95,4386,95,4387,213,4388,87,4389 , 255,4416 , 63
, 441 7 , ::n
1040 DATA 4418,253,4419,85,4420,87,4421,255,4422,240,4448,63,4
449,87,4450,85,4451,85,4452,85,4453,252,4454,48,4480
,63,4481,87,4482,85,4483,85,4484,85,4485,95,44 JG. 60,
4512,15
1050 DATA 4513,87,4514,213,4515,85,4516,85,4517,87,4518,255 , 45
44,3,4545,85 , 4546,213,4547,87,4548,213,4549,85,4550 ,
255,4551,252,4553,3,4554,252,4576 , 3,4577,253 , 4578,21
3, 457'?, 85
1060 DATA · 4580,213,4581 , 95 , 4 5 82,245,4583 , 95,4584.252.4585.63.4
586,95,4587,192 , 4609,213,4610.253,4611:85.~612.i 1 3:4
1 1 ~4~ 4~ 1 ~ ~~ 4~ · 1· ~~ 4 " 17
. . 41.:o
. - 1:=:.
- :=:5.
~
.
t·1
, ..::. ·-',
<::•. ·-', •=o...J. I::• 6. ':/ ._1. b
• 245
461
' .·3 , Q~
- ·..J. 4 t;:.~ 1 ..,.
9,240 , 4640,3
.
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1070 DATA 4641,211,4642,255,4643,213,4644,245,4645,95,4646,85,
4647,85,4648,85,4649,117.4650,85,4651, 124,4673,211,4
674,192,4675,245.4676,125,4677 , 95,4678,85,4679,85,46
8(1. ::::5. 4E.:::: 1 • 11 7
1-080 DATA 4682,85,4683,95,4705,252 , 4707,61,4708,93,4709,95,471
0
~
o= ' 47 11
o= h71~ 0 = 471~ 1°=
- ' ._.._1
... .
.._._1, 4714 , °=
·-· ._t ' 471=
· - · , ,_, 7 , 471~
_, ' 1
92,4739,13.4740,95,4741,85,4742,85,4743,85,4744,85,4
745. '?3
.L

'

· -··- ' '

-,.

,.,;_,

, _, · -' '

·- '

1090 DATA 4746,85,4747,85,4748,192,4771,l5,4772,87,4773,85,477
4,85,4775,85,4776,85,4777 , 95,4778,85,4779,85,4780,24
0,4803,3,4804,87,4805,85,4806,85,4807,85,4808,85,480
9, ::::7

1100 DATA 4810,85,48ll,85,4812,112,4835,3,4836,87,4837,85,4e38
,85,4839,85,4840,85,4841,85,4842,85,4843,85,4844,112
,4867,3,4868,87,4869,85,4870,85,4871,85,4872.85,4873
1110 DATA 4874,85,4875,85,4876,92,4899,3,4900,87,4901,85,4902,
85,4903,85,4904,85,4905,85,4906,85,4907,85,4908,92,4
931,3,4932,85,4933 , 85,4934,85,4935,85,4936,85,4937,8
1120 DATA 4938,85,4939,85,4940,92 , 4963,3,4964,213,4965,85,4966
,85,4967,85,4968,85,4969,85,4970,85,4971,85,4972,92 ,
4996,213,4997,85,4998,85,4999,85,5000,85,5001,85,500
2, :35
1130 DATA 5003,85,5004,95,5028,213,5029,85,5030,85,5031,85,503
2,85,5033,85,5034,85,5035,85,5036,87,5060,213,5061,8
5,5062 , 87,5063,85,5064,85 , 5065,85,5066,85,5067,85,50
6:3, ::::7
1140 DATA 5092,245,5093,85 , 5094,95,5095,85,5096,85,5097,85,509
8,85,5099,85,5100,87,5124,245,5125,85,5126.93,5127,8
5,5128,85,5129 , 85,5130,85,5131,85,5132,87,5156,63,51
1150 DATA 5158,93,5159,85,5160,85,5161,255,5162,85r5163,85,516
4,87,5188,53,5189,85,5190,93,5191,85,5192,85,5193,85
,5194,85.~195,85,5196 , 87,5220,63,5221,85,5222,93,522

3,85
1160 DATA 5224,95,5225,253,5226,213,5227,85,5228,87,5252,55,52
53,85,5254,95,5255,213,5256,85,·5257,85,5258,213,5259
,85,5260,87,5284,51 , 5285,213,5286,126,5287,245,5288,
127, 52:3•;J, 255

117(1 DATA 52'?0, 21 :3, 52'?1, 85 , 52'?2, :37, 5:316, 5 :3, 5317,21:3, 531:3, 12Z-, 5
319,181,5320,85,5321,255,5322,213,5323,85,5324,87,53
48,13,5349,213 , 5350,122 , 5351,189,5352,85,5353,255,53
54' 245. 5355. ::::5
1180 DATA

5356,87,5380,13,5381,245,5382,122,5383,173,5384,95,5
385,192,5386,245,5387,85,5388,87,5412,13,5413,117,54
14,122,5415,175,5416,255,5417,255.~418,245~5419,85,5

42(t, 95, 5444. :3

Graphics Listing -
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1190 DATA 5445,117,5446,126,5447,171,5448,234,5449,170,5450,24
5,5451,85,5452,92 , 5476,3 , 5477,117,5478,94,5479,170,5
480 , 234,5481,170,54~2,245,5483,85,5484,124 , 5508,3,55

09,245,5510,94
1200 DATA 5511,170,5512,170,5513,170,5514 , 253,5515,85,5516,112
,5541,53,5542 , 94,5543,170,5544,170,5545,170,5546,189
,5547,85,5548,112,5573,53,5574,126,5575,170,5576,170
,5577,190,5578,191
1210 DATA 5579,213,5580,112,5605,53,5606,115,5607,235,5608,251
,5609,255,5610,191,5611,213 , 5612,112,5637 , 53,5638 , 11
5,5639,255,5640,63,5641,3,5642,170,5643,213,5644,112
,5669,53,5670,115
1220 DATA 5673,3,5674,234,5675,245,5676,112,5701,53,5702,127,5
706,255,5707,245,5708 , 124,5733,61,5734,95,5738,235,5
739,245,5740,92,5765,13,5766,95,5770,43,5771,245,577
2, 92, 5797' 1:3
1230 DATA 5798,92,5802,10,5803,245,5804,92,5829,13,5830,95,583
4,10,5835,253 , 5836,92 , 5861,13,5862,87,5866,15,5867,2
53~5868,92,5893,15,5894,215,5898,3,5899,61,5900,95,5

926,215
1240 DATA 5931,253,5932,87,5958,215,5963,255,5964,87,5990,215,
5995,255,5996,87,6022,215,6027,63,6028,87,6054,215,6
059,63,6060,87,6061 , 192,6086,215,6091 , 63,6092,85,609
3, 24~!, 611:3, 215
1250 DATA 6119,192,6123,15,6124,213,6125,112,6150,215,6151,192
,6155,15,6156 , 213,6157,112,6182,223,6183,192,6187,15
,6188,213,6189,112,6213,3,6214,223,6215,192,6219,15,
6220,213,6221,112
1260 DATA 6245,3,6246 , 95,6247,192,6251,12,6252,213,6253,112,62
77,3,6278,95,6283,15,6284,247,6285,240,6309,3,6310,1
27,6315,3,6316,247,6317,19~.6341,3,6342 , 127,6347,3,6

34:3, 247
127(1 DATA

6349,192,6373,3 , 6374,127,6379,3,6380,247,6381 ~ 192,64

05,15,6406,127,6411,3 , 6412,247,6413,192,6437,13,6438
,127,6443,3,6444,247 , 6445 , 192,6469 , 13,6470,112,6475,
15,6476,247
12::::0 DATA 6477;192,6501 , 13 , 6502,112,6507,15,6508,247,6509,192,
6533,13 , 6534,112,6539,63,6540,53,6541,192,6565,61,65
66,240,6571,63 , 6572,245,6573,192,6597,53,6598 , 192,66
")3' 6(!. 6604, 24~
12·:w DATA 6605,192,6629,255,6630,192,6632,15,6633,255.6634.207
- - ·-C'

·~r::'C"
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,b6~~.~~~.bb~b,~l~ . bb~7,1~~.bbbl,~~~.66b~.19~.6664.3

,6668,215,6669,192,6692,3,6693,2~5,6694,1~2,6~95,3~6
696,255,6697,?55

13(,,) DATA 6698,195,6699,240,6700,215,6724,3,6725,255,6726,192,
6731,3,6732,223,6754,3,6755,255,6756,255,6757,255,67 .
58,255,6759 , 195,6760,255,6761,255,6762 , 240,6763,255,
6764,255,6765,255
1310 DATA 6795,3,6796,252,6819,3,6820,255,6821,255,6822,255,68
23,207,6824,255,6825 , 255,6826,255,6827,255,6828,255,
6829,255,6830 , 240,6859,15 , 6860,255,6861,255,6862,255
Graphics Listing -

cont
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70 CSAVE\'1 "NED2" , 1024 , ·1535, 1'-J2 4
1000 DATA
l t.-) 10 DATA
1020 DATA
1030 DATA
10'>0 DATA
10S0 DATA
1B60 DATA
1070 DATA
10$0 DATA
1091) DATA
1100 DATA
1110 DATA
112(:> DATA
1130 DATA
1140 DATA

1150 DATA
1160 DATA

1170
1180
1190
1200
1210
1220

12 30
1240
1250
1260
1270
1280
1290
1300
1310
1320
1330

1340
1350
1360
1370
1380
1390
1400
1410
1420
14.30
1440
1450
1460
1470
14SO
1490

DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA
DATA

15~ 0

151 0 DATA
1520 OATA
1530 OATA
1540 DATA
15 5 0 DATA
1560 DATA
157") PATA
1584) DATA
1590 DATA
1600 DATA
161 0 DATA
162\:'t DATA.
163 () DATA
1640 DATA
1650 DATA
1660 DATA
1670 DATA
168 0 DATA
1690 DATA
1700 DATA
1710 DATA
1720 DATA
1780 DATA
1740 DATA
1750 DATA
1760 DATA
1770 DATA
1730 DATA
1790 DATA
1800 DATA
13 H) DATA
18 20 DATA
1830 DATA
18 40 DATA
18 50 DATA
1$ 60 DATA
1870 DATA
188 0 DATA
189 1) DATA
19 0'.l DATA
191 0 DATA
1920 DATA
1930 DATA
1940 DATA
1950 DATA1960 DATA
1970 DATA
1980 DATA
1990 DATA
2 000 DATA
2 1:>i0 DATA
2 0 2 0 DATA

195, 195, 223 , 223, 223
2 2 3, 2 23 , 2 23. 2 2 3, 2 23
223 , 2 2 3 , 223, 223, 223
223 , 223, 195 . 195, 195
195, 195, 1'35, 195, 195
195 , 195, 195 , 195 , 19 5
195 , 195, 207, 207 , 223
192 , 2 2 1 . 223 , 192, 2 23
192, 211, 211, 22 3, 192
211, 21 2 , 2 23 , 22,3 , 2')
e , 5 , 192 , 4 , 15
14 , 11, 5 , 2 5 , 19 2
207 , 207, 207 , 2 07 , 207
2 0 7 , 223, 192 , 2 19 , 22 1
192, 223 , 192, 221 , 223
2 2 3 , 192, 223 , 218 , 2 13
2 2 3 , 207 , 207 , 21-)7 , 207
2 07 , 207, 207, 207 , 20 7
207, 207, 207, 207, 207
207, 255 , 255. 2 39 , 192
239, 235, 192 , 239 , 192
236, 236, 239 , 192, 236
225 , 239, 239 , 255, 255
255 , 255 , 2 55 , 2SS, 2 5 5
255, 255, 255, 2SS , 2 55
255, 2SS , 255, 204, 2 04
204 , 204, 204, 204 , 2 i;,4
204, 2 04 , 204, 204 , 2 04
204, 204, 204, 204 , 2
25, 204 , 66, 82, . 73
65 , 78, 204 , 72, 73
7>3, 83, 79 , 78, 204
159, 159, 159, 159 , 159
159, 159 , 15 9 , 159 , 15 9
159, 159, 159, 159, 159
159 , 159 , 159 , 159, 159
159, 159, 159, 159, 159
159 , 159 , 159, 49, 57
56 , 53 , 169, 169 , 169
169 , 169 , 169 , 169, 169
169, 16'.l , 169, 169, 169
169 , 169, 169, 169, 169
169 , 169 , 169 , 16•> , 169
169 , 16 '~ . 169 , 169 , 169
169 , 169 , 169 , 16·;, . 159
159 , 23 , a , 5 , 14
159, 25 , IS, 21 , 159
2 0 , 8, 9 , 14 , 11
15 9 , 2 0 , 8 , 5 , 159
2 "), 1, 9 , 12, 159

9 , 19, 159, 9, 14
159, 20 , B, 5 , 159
1 :~. 9 , 7, 8, 20
159, 16, 12. 1, 3
S , 159 , 16, 18, s
19 , 19, 159, 20, 9
5, 159 , 10 , 15, 25
45, 159, 159, 19, 20
9, 3 , 11, 159, 2
21, 20, 20, 15, i4
46 , 159, 15''1, 159; 159
159, 159, 159, 159, 159
159, 159, 159, 159, 159
159, 159, 159, 159, 159
159 , 159 , 159, 159, 159
159 , 159 , 159, 159, 159
159 , 159, 159, IS'il, 159
159 , 159, 159 , 159, 159
15'!1 , 159, 159, 159, 159
159, 159 , 159 , 159, 159
159, 159, 159, 159, 16
18, 5, 19, 19, 159
82 , 15·;1 , 6, 15, 18
159 , I, 159, 14, 5
23 , 159, 20 , I, 9
12 , 159, 159, 159, 1'59
159, 159, 1'59, 159, 1'59
159, 1~9. 1'59, 1'59, 1'59
159, 159, 1'59, 1S9, 159
159 , 159, 159, 159, 159
159, 159, 159, 159, 1'59
159, 159, 159, 159, 159
159, 1'59, 159, 159, 159
159 , 1!59, 1'59, 16, 18
S, 19, 19, 159, 124
83, 90, 6:5, 67, 69
126, 159, 6, 15, 18
159, 1 , 1:59, 14, 5
23, 159, 7, 1, 13
5 , 159 , 159, 163, 163
163, 163, 163, 163, 163
163, 163, 163, 163, 163
163, 163, 163, 163, 163
163, 163, 163, 1.63, 163
163, 163, 163, 163, 163
163, 163, 163, 163, 163
175, 73, 175, 65, 77
175 , 76, 79, 65, 68
73, 78, 71, 175, 84
72, 69 , 175, 80 , 92
79, 71 , 82, 65, 77
175 , 76 , 79, 87, 175
175, 175, 0, 0, 0

Edit Graphics Listing as above to make second title page

Th e RAINBOW is the biggest and
best mag azine ava ilable for the TRS
80® C o lo r, TOP- 100, MC-10 and
Drago n-32 Co mpute rs.
A nd no w o nderl It's over 300 pages
. pages brimm ing
t hick each month
wi th programs , product reviews,
t utor ials, co lumns , hints and tips
about y our computer. Yes , it is consi
dered "th e" Co lor Co mputer maga
zine to bu y.
Don't delay. Fo r only $28 you can
get the Ra inbow every mo nth of the
year. Th en y our Coco will be Kong of
th e Hill too !
U.K. Subscription rates
U.S. $65 surface rate
U.S. $100 air rate
©

•

''18 3 l" t> R.o.,!Xl..

1.,.; , . .. . ,." ·· ·"' .. ""·•· ·

,.

r

~ , ,0 .. ..,,

········ ·········~······ ··········
th e Ra inbow 9529 U.S. Highway 42
502/228-4492 P.O. Box 209
Prospect. Ky. 40059
YES' Sign me up for a year (12 issues) of t he RAIN B OW
Name
Add ress
City
Stat e
Payment Enclosed
MasterCard
Am eri can Express
Cha rge
VISA
Interbank ii (MC only)
My Accou nt #
Ca rd Expiration Date
Signature

Sub sc riptions 10 !h e RAINBOW are
$28 a year 1n the United Stat es
Canadia n and Mexican ra te

U S $35. surface rate l o ot h er

EJ

co untries US 565. air rate
U S S 100 A ll subscr 1p11ons
b egi n with the cu rrent
is su e Please allow
up 10 5-6 weeks
fo r fir st co py
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. ***~**
·
' 8

100
01:11 .
10 i-0·
102€>.
, 14<~(1

' SUB T
UT .
.
,
1411' PUT< X, Yl - )'.4+10 ,.,Y +2l , Tl ,PSET
1410 F'UT (~'< · +l,~ 1 Y> - 0<+12 1 Y+3t:t),. T2; P SET
1420 RETURN

60
70
8t)
9t)

GOSU8 100(1
X = 10 : Y=10 : C=4
PCLS
PMODE3., 1 : F·CLS
/(!;RND (11(1) : Yl ; RND t45)
Q2 PUT <>~1 ~ Yl) - 0~:1+114~Y1+1YJ4> , H,, F'SET
100 PMODE8, 5 : SC . .
l,, ef

161)0 'SUS TO MOV E '

·n

HO LINE<>; - 4,Y
· tt7/t> t:iOSUS l 4<'J0
,2·:51(1
3 ,::";i
31(;)
320
380
34(1
35~t

L;osus

16 1';, GIJSUB

l,, '-')

1 4~~e:i

f<:!<;""

166") IF

THEN 8iCJ
rF C =5 Th'EN C=2

C=C+ l :
PMOOEJ., S :

IF

PCLSC :

GOSUB

;:.~ :.-244-)

THEN

:}~ =24'!)

10.71 I F Ycl8 THEN Y=l8
10.80 IF Y:• l56 THEN Y;156

1t~~J0

1 69~

PCLSl

i;t1)6UB .20tH~

1700 RETLIRN

:36':.1 X=1<:1 : Y=l~'
X
37~) r F r( $=" .. "fHEN>~~y
1 _~ o·· , ~->. G1?TP " 1 2~)

20(1'!1 ~ ~ ,. suS T1
P=P

2,~(l!

,;:,__;~:=;~: SCREEN

89t') ,•

IF

l650 IF X<10 i THEN X;lQ

•< $=IN~~ EY$

IF

2~(1 '3.

-~ - 1€·2'1' l:.p .JOYS - 0) <20_ THEN >{::;:~: - lt 1;.L SE
THEl\1 X;:,:+4
JG:<<'J
IF .
THEN Y=Y4'4
10.4€1 G>JSU~ ':21)!:1<:1

20,Y+:3f.» ,Pf,'.E$
· i E.06

'f:•MODE3 ~ 1 :

******"*****,~

AIL
2l,T1 , i;l
~3C1.> ~ T2,

$ET
G.E.T;
Ri;'.TI

******'*******~*********** *

Main Program

COTSWOLD COMPUTERS
ADVICE FREELY GIVEN -

OS-9

p
p R E
p R E S T
p R E
T E L

E

s

s

T E L
T E L
L

PRESTEL
FOR YOUR

32 and 64
Complete System - Ready to go
1200/75
Prism
1000
Modem
Cartridge RS232 and software
Print Frame
Log on/off
Terminal Mode
Download
Save/Load Frame
Off Line Buffer
All for only £79.00
Apart from Prestel there are approx 30 other
bulletin boards etc. operating at 1200/75
baud
Ring "Freephone Prestel'' for details of
joining Prestel
CUMANA DISC DRIVES
Try our prices

WE ALSO SELL
APRICOT
COMMODORE 64

WE CARE ABOUT YOU!!!

AMSTRAD
SPECTRUM

05·9

"MODEM"

BARGAINS

DISC COMMUNICATION
SOFTWARE

DYNACALC
£29.50
STYLOGRAPH
£42.00
RMS
£29.50
BASIC 09
£24.50
EDITOR/ASSEMBLER/DEBUG
£37.00
CCOMPILER
£37.00
PASCAL
£37.00
STOCK RECORDING
£29.50
CASH+ VAT
£29.50
PROGRAMMER'S MANUAL
£19.95
Please add £1 post and package UK

A comprehensive OS-9 communication prog
ram. Uses include computer-to-computer
links, Telecom Gold , Easylink, Telex and
Electronic Mail, bulletin boards and Prestel
(London STD code number). Facilities in
clude:
1. 51 x 24 display with upper and lower case
2. Off-line file preparation - send lengthy
documents at the push of a key
3. 32,000 character buffer (download and
upload)
4. Incoming text can be spooled to disk for
further editing and subsequent printing
5. 7 and 8 data bit toggle
6. Parity selection (No, Odd, Even, Mark,
Space)
7. Supports Xon/Xuff
8. Manual and full user support
MANY SATISFIED USERS - JOIN THEM
£29.95 inc VAT and delivery UK
Delivery to Europe and United States add £4

DRAGON 32
Bulleting Board 300 baud package
RS232 and cassette software and leads
£60 inc VAT and UK delivery.

PACE HARDWARE
EPROM PROGRAMMER ........... ..... £69.00
SIDEWAYS ROM ........... .. ................ £39.00
EXPANSION SYSTEM ...... ........ .... £129.00
S.A.E. for further details
Prices include VAT, add £2 postage

BROTHER HRS PRINTER
Save 30% on this popular printer. A4 paper
- single sheet or roll. Supplied with 3
ribbons , mains adaptor and set of batteries
(yes it's portable). Can also print on thermal
paper.
Price inc. cable, VAT and delivery. £112
Pair Analogue Joysticks £9.95 inc. de
livery.

Access · 6 Middle Row, Chipping Norton, Oxon. Tel: 0608 41232 : Leasing
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Dragonsoft

Lizard!
Program: Shocktrooper.
Supplier: Microdeal , 41 Truro
Rd , St Austell , Cornwall , PL2S
5JE .
Price: £8 .00.
OKAY, okay, I know people are
fed up with hearing me say it, I
know you all think that it's
favouritism , but Microdeal
have produced what is graphi
cally the best game this year. I
was given this game at the
6809 show where it was also
on display, and at the time had
no idea of its superlativeness!!
The same , is very heavily
based upon the television dis
appointment V, putting you in
the role of a fifth columnist
... a what? I'll explain .
The plot ran that Visitors
from another planet came to
earth and acted very nice and
friendly whilst their motives
were actually very sinister.
Soon they managed to turn the
whole of Earth upon the scien
tists - in a mini-series that
shrewdly paralleled certain
aspects of World War II (hence
the title - V - the symbol of

New software for review should be sent to Dragon
User. 12-13 Little Newport Street, London WC2H ?PP.

the resistance) .
It turns out that aliens were
actually using us for food as
they were not pleasant Holly
wood people but lizards.
You play a fifth columnist
in the game and your mission
is to collect the four parts of a
space ship, miniaturise them ,
and escape the base.
There are several defences
designed to stop you , and all of
them, as you can see from the
screen picture, are depicted
brilliantly (provided that you
pick black to play the game in ,
the other colours are a hippie
nightmare!) .
These defences include las
er guns, rotating lasers , force
fields (which must be deacti
by shooting
their
vated
appropriate control consoles) ,
Zadroids (indestructible killer
satellites) , and two-legged im
perial walkers from 'Return of
the Jedi' (don 't ask!).
To aid you in your quest you
have an incredibly powerful
blaster which, unfortunately, is
powered by the same system
as you·r radiation shield , ie
whilst the blaster is firing your
radiation increases drastically.
You are also equipped with

1..-UP ..

OOOS't!j

the ability to dissolve your
particles making you invisible
and also invulnerable to laser
fire but to do this again makes
you exposed to the deadly
radiation .. . too much of this
and you literally fry on screen.
The explosions are superb ,
the enemies are actually fright
ening , and the sound , from the
four part playing of the V title
music, to the Game Over tune
is quite smooth and even
pleasant!
But, not only does the game
look great, it plays smoothly,
quickly, and with just the right
amount of sensitivity. The

screens are designed very
carefully, one involves shoot
ing a sequence of force-fields
out and the screen only slowly
opens up as this is done. The
game really does become
progressively more difficult, to
wards the end lives disappear
with horrifying speed!
This is a quite brilliant piece
of work, the Juxta-Position of
Arcade games this year, and if
it's not a best seller then you 're
all stupid!!
Jason Orbaum

DRAGON 32 and TANDY COLOR

SC BBlB

r;:::;;;;;J;_c__" ~:;J
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KAMA CARZY

BROCKS KINGDOM

STARMAN JONES

Guide your car around a maze 36 times the
size of your screen. collecting flags and
avoiding boulders and Kamikaze cars. 10
screens - 5 levels of difficulty.

A long tim e ago. when witchcratt and magic
we re th e in-things, there lived a wizard ca lled
Brock. Brock was a very powerful wizard and
ruled over a large king dom. Over th e years he
had · collected a huge fortune but his most
prized possession was the rimstone ruby
wh ich held the secret of eternal life. To protect
the ruby he pl aced many evil crea tures around
it with orders to ki ll on sight.

THE WIZARDS LAIR

Having negotiated all the " Cave rns of Chaos"
our Hero "Jones" has now strapped on his
back pack and attempts to blast his way
th roug h hoards of Alien Life Form.
Use the Fore.Alt Radar Scanner to help him.

Search the many screens for the Artifacts
which were lost many yews ago. Use your
spell s ca refully, the Guardians are meaner
than you th ink - the GOLDEN KEYS will
reveal all!

Joystick

Joystick

Keyboard/jo ystick

£2.99

£1.99

£3.99

Get to the Sewer Exit before the demon
infested sewers get you . Lay traps - beware
of the Sewere Gas.

CREEPIES
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THE MASTER

After years of medi tation and training you may
become a Master of the Art. Practice and more
practice is what you will need to comp lete this
game.

Joystick

£5.00

The Creepies have revolted . No longer wil l
they stand for being stamped on, sprayed and
poisoned - th ey will have the ir revenge!

TO BOLDLY GO

Both Games on one Tape . £2.99

' These games are available for the Tandy Color 32 Computer at £3.99 each.

ORDER NOW DIRECT FROM THIS COMPANY OR ASK AT YOUR LOCAL
DRAGON STOCKIST. PLEASE ADD SOp POST AND PACKING PER GAME.
SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL LIST OF SCREEN SHOTS. WE NOW HAVE 17
TITLES.

DETONATE
Jet Pack your way through high explosive.
One false move and you will Detonate.
Qui ck timing is essential in this game.
ARCADE GAME.

RAIDERS
The Professor lett his quest for the lost Artifact
a long time ago and has not yet returned . Has·
he met with FOUL PLAY ?
Both

THE FINAL FRON TIE R Kirk. Scottie.
Spock, McCoy - Act out your own adventure
w ith three Star Voyagers in the Starship
ENTERPRI SE. Up to 4 players.

£3.99

SEWER RATS

Games

on

one

Tape .

£2.99

THE ALIEN

DRAGON POWER SUPPLIES

It is somewhere aboard you Space Ship 
waiting for you in the Dark Recess  will it be
your turn next? Who knows!
TEXT ADVENTURE
Both Games on on e Tape.
£2.99

Availab le now. Send yo ur defective unit to us
and we wil l send you a reconditioned tested
unit £14.95 inc p&p. Uncased unit , fit yourself
with instructions. £11 .95 inc p&p .

BLABY COMPUTER GAMES
CROSSWAYS HOUSE
LUTTERWORTH ROAD, BLABY, LEICESTER
TELEPHONE : 0533-773641 . TELE X: 342829 DYNA-G

(:l.1i:.. t'),J.l·1·i)

VISA .

~

ii

WE NEED
YOUR GAME!
SEND NOW
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If you 've got a technical questi~n write to Brian Cadge.
Please do not send a SAE as Brian cannot guarantee to
answer individual inquiries.

Dragon Answers
RS232 interface but the circuit I
have is limited to 3(1)(1) baud .
I think the data bus of each
machine can be linked directly
with the other but do not know if
any buffering is necessary can you
suggest how I can link the two
together to effect arapid exchange
of data or where I can get more
information about how to do this?
NF Welch
88 Chichester Drive
Chelmsford
Essex
CM1 5RY

·Printer
Poser
Could.you please tell me what the
pins on the Dragon 's printer port
are, and how to access them .
·
Paul Meehan
5 Chattaway St
Neehalls
Birmingham
B7 5LN
This is another question which
seems to crop up more regularly
than others. The pin connections
to the printer port are given in the
additional information booklet or
appendix. They .are as follows:
Pin 1 = Strobe, Pins 3,5, 7,
9,11,13,15,17 = Data bit 0
7, Pin 19=ACK, Pin 20=Busy,
Pins 2,4=+5v, other pins=O
volts.
There respective 1/0 locations
are . $FF20 bit 1=strobe,
$FF02= Data Output, $FF22 bit
O=Busy Input. ACK is an inter
rupt input, see DU March 'il5 for
details.

Cyclic
Crash
I have two very full disks which
together comprise a single adven
ture game I have written for the
Dragon 32 ......:. a total programme
of some 300 K. I operate on a
single disk drive system. and have
tried to take back-up copies . Un
fortunately, I get a cyclic redun
dancy (CC) error on the destination
disk. In calling up DIR , the des
tination disk does seem to have all
the programmes on it, and even
shows the same number of bytes
free.
If I then try to run aprogramme
from the destination disk, I get a
wrong file mode (FM) error.
Are you able to tell me what on
earth is going on - and in
particular can you explain the
cyclic redundancy error to me.
R F Sibthorpe
High Green
The Drive
Belmont
Surrey
The Dragondos manual is a little
vague to say the least where
error messages are concerned. A
'CC' error stands for 'Cyclic Re
dundancy' error - more com
monly known as CRC. Basically,
CRC's are a sophisticated ver
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sion of checksums , which use
polynomials to produce a unique
number which is appended to the
end of each sector written . When
the data is read back from the
sector, the CRC is recalculated
and compared to that stored on
the sector, if they are different
then the data has been corrupted.
I'm afraid that this is what has
happened to your disk, the cor
rupted data also causes the 'FM '
error. The DIR command will still
show files intact as the directory
track has not been affected and
DIR only looks at that.
If your files are mainly Basic,
you may well be able to rescue
most of them by using one of the
Disk Doctor programs available,
several of which have been re
viewed in Dragon User.

Blinking
Cursor
I have a Dragon 32 and the
blinking cursor is driving me nuts!
How can I make it still - and
possibly even change its shape?
I M Macdonald
51 Tynwald Hill
Liverpool
L13 7DN
It is relatively simple to stop the
cursor blinking, but rather more
complicated to change the char
acter used as the cursor,
although it can be done.
The short machine code
routine listed below can be used
to provide a steady black cursor,
once run the cursor will remain
steady until the machine is
turned off.
10 CLEAR 200,32750
20 FOR I = 32751 TO 32762:
READ A:POKE l,A:NEXT
30 DATA 13,111,39,1,57,134,
128,167'159,0'136,57
40 POKE 362,126:POKE 363,
127:POKE 364,239

Video
Video
I wish to connect my Dragon 32 to
a 7 pin Din RGB socket on my
television via the 5 pin Din monitor
socket at the back of my Dragon. I
will have to join them myself.
Could you please show me which
pins to connect between these two
as I have no idea .
Colin J Gali
400 C/uny Place
Glenrothes
Fife
KY7 4RA

This is one of many letters
regarding connection of RGB
monitors to the Dragon, it has
been answered before but due to
the number of enquiries it is
worth repeating.
The Dragons monitor socket
has only three connections, pin 1
is sound, pin 2 is ground, and pin
3 is video . The video output is
composite video and can only be
used with composite video moni
tors, there is no way of connect
ing a Dragon to an RGB monitor
either from the socket, or even
direct from the video chip, as this
only outputs composite video .
The confusion all stems from
the original Dragon manual
which stated that the monitor
socket was RGB, which it has
never has been.

32 plus
32equals?
I would like to link two Dragon
32 's together. Firstly to communi
cate between the two machines
and secondly to use one as a
printer buffer for the other. The
obvious solution is to use an

Joining two Dragon 64's is sim
ple, via the RS232 sockets, but
joining two 32's is more difficult.
You cannot directly connect the
data buses of the two micros from
the cartridge port - to do so
would probably mean the end of
both micros!
Your best bet is probably to
purchase, or build, two 110 ports
to plug into the cartridge ports
and then link the Dragons via a
length of ribbon cable. These
ports are available from about
£40 each .

Problem
String
The following line keeps giving me
an FC ERROR message when the
whole program is run:
1300
IF
MID$(T$(K) ,K9 ,1)
"" THEN K9=K9+1: GOTO 1290
I just can 't seem to work out what
the error is. Could you help me
please?
Steven Dinnen
24 Charleville Ave
Lisburn Road
Belfast
BT9 7HG
The MIDS command can be used
to return any section of a string
variable, even a non-existant
section (ii will return a null
string). The only time MIDS will
complain is if the start position
- given by the variable K9 in
your program - is greater than
255 or less than 1. The error is
probably caused by K9 reaching
256 as there seems to be no test
on its value .
The Dragon manual also omits
to point out that the MIDS com 
mand can be used on the left of
an expression to change sections
of a string, as in:
MID$ (A$,5,3)="123"
This can often be very useful
indeed, saving much concatena
tion of strings.

THE TOP TWENTY OF

ACE HIGH
(MK2)
Machine gun
warfare in the

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

sky £6 .95

FOR THE

TIME ATIACK
The armed
TIME MACHINE

DRAGON
or TANDY COCO

£6.95

Send £10.00 only for both of these full 32K games :
Telephone: 021-557 9286. Personal callers welcome

TUDOR WILLIAMS
15 Summerhill Road, Bilston, West Midlands WV14 SRO

S.P. ELECTRONICS
Strike Control Joystick ... .... .. .... ... ...... .. ... ... ..... ... ............ ..... .. .£9.95
trojan Lightpen .. ... ........... .. .......... ...... .. ....... .... ................... £17.95
Touchmaster Touchpad ..... ... ..... .. ................... .. .... ..... ..... .£149.00
CP 80 Dot Matrix Printer, inc. Printer Cable .. .. .. .. .............. £199.00
•CPA 80 Dot Matrix Printer, inc. Printer Cable ..... .......... .....£228.00
Parallel Printer Cable .. .......... ... ... ..... .. ................ ... ... .. .. .. ... .. £12.90
·Cannon 160 CPS NLQ Printer, inc. Printer Cable ............. £299.00
Green Screen Monitors ......... ...... .. .............. .... ...... .. ...... .. ... £85.00
Large range of software available . SAE for free list.
Large range of spares available
Also complete repair service

~

S.P. ELECTRONICS
48

Lir::tt~~ga:~~~~~na~h
3 Notts

lii.\3tjf4'"''~)

1. Physics 0 Level/CSE
2. Biology 0 Level/CSE
3. Computer Studies 0 Level/CSE
4. Maths CSE
5. Arithmetic 7/10 yrs
6. English 12/14 yrs
7. English 8/11 yrs
8. Science 12/14 yrs
9. Typing 9/99 yrs
10 . Maths 8/11 yrs
11. Maths 12114 yrs

12.
13 .
14.
15.
16.
17.

Maths 0 Level
Chemistry 0 Level
Spelling 9/99 yrs
Tables 7/10 yrs
Reasoning 11 +
Sports quiz 9/99 yrs
18. Knowledge quiz 9/99 yrs
19. Computer Studies
(set of 4)
20 . Profile
Computerised filiog system

£4.95 each
(Nos1to18)
(No 19 £14.50 No 20 £9.95)

Cheques!POs to

MICRO DE-BUG CONSULTANCY
DEPT DU
60 SIR JOHNS ROAD
SELLY PARK, BIRMINGHAM 829 7ER
Tel: 021-472 7610

THE NEW DE-LUXE

TOP VALUE LIGHT PEN
FOR THE DRAGON 32/64
THE NEW ADVANCED PROGRAM
for the Trojan light pens include the following facilities-

*DRAW BOX ·
--. ORA W CIRCLE
*DRAW LINE
*DRAW PICTURES FREEHAND
•COLOUR FILL DESIGNATED AREAS
* SAVE AND LOAD PICTURES
TO AND FROM TAPE
• FULL ERASE FACILITIES

_All in Hi-Res screen in any of 4 colours
for the Dragon 32/ 64.

Now available from exclusive
distributors

•DATA ENTRY AND PROCESSING
• MENU SELECTION AND CONTROL
* GAMES PLAYING
This is a first class program which gives hints
and tips o n ho w to write programs for the
pen . Ideal 'for many educational uses.

A top quality pen plus a first-class program.
The best value pen package available.

MmeftOIDIAL

Use our 24 hour '"IC~ service
by post to:
41 Truro Road, St. Austell,
Cornwall PL25 SJE
By phone with credit card

~~. ~

0726 68020

TAOJArt

Micro Computer Software & Accessories
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l'D LIKE to begin this month by apologising
to the people who I don 't get round to
mentioning in the column , despite my
having written to them promising to try to
squeeze their letter in if there's space . The
simple reason is that there 's never enough
space. This month, for example, I've re
ceived two adventures only recently on the
market, another adventure written by a
reader, the latest bulletin from The Adven
turers Club Ltd , the usual few dozen brief
letters and the usual dozen or so lengthier
epistles containing clues by the score for
sharing with other readers . And I've already
wasted a paragraph explaining about the
lack of space!
First, then , another quick mention for The
Adventurers Club, whose latest dossier will
be of interest as it carries a lengthy review
of, and a complete solution to , Black
Sanctum. That's in addition to the rest of the
reviews , hints, letters and so on that pack
its 24 pages. With 10 per cent of its
membership being Dragon owners , it's
worth checking out if your monthly fix with
Dragon User isn 't enough. Phone 01-794
1261 for details.

Beginners
Geoff Smith of Cheshire writes to agree
with the reader who recently asked for more
tips for beginners , and I suppose it's true
that I do tend to forget that there are new
people reading the column each month , not
familiar with older games or unable to
understand how some of the solutions
work. Geoff was also a little puzzled as to
why the clues I give are written backwards
-well , it's not so that you can type them in
backwards if they don 't work the right way
round, it's just to prevent someone else
who's playing the same adventure from
accidentally seeing it in case they don 't
want to .
A Mr P Nugent of lrlam, Manchester,
asks me " in general, is there a way through
the various mazes in adventure games or is
the object just to get out of the maze
again ?" Let's look on that question as this
month 's advice for beginners , then . There's
no one hard and fast rule about mazes,
they're just one of the frequent features of
adventure games, and can be there for
different reasons. The majority are prob
ably there just to fox you and see if you can
find your way out again , and with most
you 'd find that you 'd probably come out
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where you went in, but being extra careful
which way you go in future . Some will have
another exit which you must locate in order
to reach a new area of the game, and some
will contain an object (or objects) which you
have to find before you get out again.
Others will contain creatures or traps that
are better avoided .

Amazing
A good maze can be enjoyable simply
because you don 't quite know what to
expect each time, as with the adventure
itself. It's one of the problems you have to
work out, with a common way of mapping a
maze being by the use of the objects you 're
carrying . " You are lost in the forest" will be
a typical maze description . No matter which
direction you type in , you probably get the
same description again . Sometimes this
means you 've moved to a different location
which has an identical description, and
sometimes you 've simply been taken back
to the same location. You could try going
North for eighteen moves , and still be in the
same place , which is about as much use as
trying to get anywhere on an exercise bike.
But if you drop an object in a location, you
can check whether you 're actually moving
elsewhere or staying put, in which case the
object will still be there . In many mazes you
find that three of the exits actually return
you to the same place , with the fourth taking
you somewhere else , and then that's
repeated again and again.
A seemingly enormous maze can be
made up of just four or five apparently
identical locations, but you can slowly map
these out provided you are carrying at least
two or three objects , and also save your
position as soon as you know you are in a
maze, just in case you do get completely
lost (and that happens to us all.) Some
programmers will be one step ahead of you
and move objects round if you try to drop
them , or they'll have a thief come in and
steal them , or perhaps cover the floor with
mist or swamp so that anything you drop
immediately disappears. I must admit that I
don 't like this kind of thing as you have to
find your way out by persistence and luck. A
good maze should always have a way of
solving it, no matter how devious or lengthy
the process.
This brings me to Castle Blackstar, a
Dragon adventure I'd never heard of, till a
reader wrote in to say that they had solved it.

Not many other people have mentioned it at
all , which is a pity because it's an excelent
adventure, as I can see now that the
publishers have sent me a copy. This has a
forest maze right at the start of the game,
and if you wander in there with no objects
you are immediately lost. Better to set off in
another direction and arm yourself with a
few things first, and then if you go down to
the woods that way you 'll be sure of a few
surprises.
This text-only game revolves around you
having to find a magic orb and return it to a
princess , though to score the 250 points
that are going begging you must also
overcome all the problems and cleanse all
the treasures of their evil , which will take
more than a quick dip in Persil , I bet. The
text is very lengthy and atmospheric, and
the game incorporates some very nice
features . As well as being able to save to
tape , you can use the FREEZE command
to save your position to memory and call it
back at any point with UNFREEZE. There's
also a VERBOSE command , giving you full
descriptions for each location on each visit,
or QUIET which only gives you the full
version first time round , to speed up moving
about. The vocabulary , too , is extensive,
and in order to enter a building I was able t6
use ENTER , ENTER BUILDING , ENTE or
just IN .

-*-

-*

NOW ON DISK

PRl NTER CONTROL

Versions available for 6, 7, 8 and 9 dot printers.
Also daisywheels and electronic typewriters.

PRESENTS

-*-*-*-*-*

ARCADE

What the customers say:
" A joy to use! "
" At the price, it's a gift!"
" Why can 't all utilities be this easy to operate?"

-*-*-*-*-*
"DUMPER"

High speed - relocatable machine code program to print and
magnify any or all of your hi-res screen. Accessible from your
BASIC program - full instructions and examples supplied .
Operates with or without DOS in any mode.
DICKIE 'S DEN

DI CK IE SPAC EMAN

DICKIE 'SDEN
£5.95
OICKIESPACEMAN ..... ....... ...... ..... ......... ... .. ... .. ... ..... ...... ... ... ... ... £5 .95
SHAO LIN MASTER-nearestyou can get to real KUNG -FU with no fear of injury ....
£7 .95
6809 EXPRESS - Escape in your locomotive avoiding the trees and planes and
attempt to re scue your comrades .......... .......... ................................ £5.95

ADVENTURE
THE SHRUNKEN SCIENTIST (Pick of the month Dragon User March 1985)..
£5.95
TERROR CASTLE . . . .. .... ... . .. . .. . .. .. .. ..
. .. .
. .. . .... £5.95
TOMBSTONE ANO COO CREEK (Two games for 1 to 4 players only)..
£5.95
WEIRDS OF KESH- will you be able to return your ring to the inner sanctum? £5.95

UTILITY

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

Currently 52 different types of printer. If you
think you've No. 53 give me a ring.

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

PRINTER CONTROL (DRAGON DOS/CUMANA)
£19 + £1 p&p
PRINTER CONTROL (CASSETTE):
£15 + £1 p&p
DUMPER £5.00 + 50p p&p
Please state printer type when ordering . For more than one
program just take the higher p&p total.

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

OUPLICAS 5- The latest version of this very successful back-up utility ....... £7 .95
NB: Update service available , please send old tape plus £1 .50 for han dli ng .

Write or phone for free quote and advice - no obligation. all
software covered by unconditional money-back guarantee!

Send SAE for latest catalogue
Add 50p P&P to all orders , overseas £1.25
Make cheques and postal orders payable to :

MacGowan Consultants

QUICKBEAM SOFTWARE

-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*-*

6 Arnhem Drive, Caythorpe, Nr Grantham
Lines NG32 3DQ
(0400 72085)
REAL VALUE FOR MONEY SOFTWARE

67 OLD NAZEING ROAD, BROXBOURNE, HEATS EN10 6RN

mu

I enclose my cheque/P.O. for "'---- - 

COMPUTIR

---

Nome
Addni•·~---- - - 

---
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The early locations are in and around the
caste of the title, though you should soon
discover at least one way into a network of
underground passages , provided you 've
discovered our old friend the lamp, and our
even older friend the oil to put in the lamp. I
wish there were more space to give you
some idea of the large scale of this
adventure, too, but all I can do is recom
mend you buy it at £5 .00 on tape or £6 .50
on disk (Dragon Data drive) from SCR
Adventures , 5 Christchurch Road , Surbi
ton , Surrey KT5 8JJ .
I was slightly less impressed by Sam
Buick, from Stratosoft, 2 Main Street,
Frodsham, Cheshire at £6 .75. It begins well
enough, with a beautifully impressionistic
loading screen of the Statue of Liberty
against a New York skyline , this then being
replaced by a cartoon strip style shot of our
hero, Sam Buick, the New York private eye.
After a little mood music and some optional
instructions, you're into the game itself, and
both this month 's titles have sensibly
redesigned the character set for ease of
reading and a better screen lay-out.

Mystery
As Sam Buick you start the game in your
office, filled with the smell of stale coffee, and
a murder mystery to unravel on behalf of
the type of blonde who always seems to
walk into the office of private eyes every
where . You wander out into the streets of
New York (or Nao Yoik, to borrow the
game's Brooklyn vocabulary) . The weath
er's a bit inconsistent, raining in one
location and too warm in the next, and the
vocabulary's not half as comprehensive as
Castle Blackstar. At one point I went into
the apartment of my informer, Dabs

does have plenty of humorous touches to it
and perhaps I'd like it more if there weren't
so may other good adventures around at
the moment.
Such as Juxtaposition, of course , which
John Baker of Bridgend has already com
pleted . He offers a few clues , such as
"brown before green " and " blue before
yellow," and I think I'll be revealing some
more clues for this title next month .

Malone, to see what info he could give me
on the crime , and Dabs told me " Pay out 10
bucks first, okay?" What would you reply to
that? I tried OKAY, YES , AGREE , PAY
TEN BUCKS, OFFER MONEY, GIVE
MONEY, GIVE TEN BUCKS, SAY YES ,
SAY OKAY, in fact everything I could think
of but all to no avail.
I didn 't care, as I never do, for the lack of a
SAVE facility, or for the instructions (which
include some unusual commands) not
being printed on the cassette inlay, or the
fact that you can only make a certain
number of moves before you die of starva
tion . I've found one restaurant , the entrance
to which only seems to appear once you 've
gone past it and returned , but it's frustrating
to find that you need to eat when you 're
wandering off checking out new locations,
and so instead you have to start thinking
about finding some other source of food .
Fail to do it and you have to start the game
afresh , which is annoying , though the game

Thanks to reader W. G. Jones for
pointing out that you can still buy Madness
and the Minotaur (which lots of people had
asked me about) from Maplin Electronic
Supplies Ltd , PO Box 3, Rayleigh , Essex
SS6 8LR for £5 .95 including p & p. Finally, if
anyone wants an adventure-mad Israeli
pen-pal write to Sharon Seavery, Hab
rushim 21 /1 Strett, Carmiel 20100, Israel.
All this space and I'm still left with a pile of
very helpful reader's letters, all untouched .
Maybe next time - famous last words!

Adventure Contact
To help puz~led adventurers further, we.
are instituting an Adventure Helpline ..::_
simply fill in the coupon below, stating
the .nam~ C!),f the actventure, your prob;,
lem and your name and address, and
gon User Adventure Hel •
send

.1

entries have arr.ived, we wi
, At.lg them in the magazine.
.Don't worry - you' ll still h
re Trail to write to as well

Adve.ntu.re ......................................................:.::~········································:·'" ...... .. ,.... '
Problem.•,.......~ •.........................•................;...................................................~11••• ~ . ...... .

.......................................................................................................................................

Name ...........................................................................................................................
Address..........................................................................................................;;............

.:.....................................................................................................•... Feb 86

Adventure Contact
Adventure: Franklin 's Tomb.
ST3 ?LZ.
Problem: Don 't know how to
Adventure: Black Sanctum.
stop the water at Aquarium
Problem: How am I supposed
after pressing button. Name: to make the altar to exorcise
William Tilbury. Address: The the evil in the Abbey? Name:
Cedars, Harby Lane, Melton
Simon Foster. Address: 14
Mowbray, Leicestershire.
Grizedale Place, Heysham,
Adventure: Sea Quest and
Lanes.
Shenanigans. Problem: Ev
Adventure:
Shenanigans.
erything.
Name:
Michael
Problem: What to do at post
Pointing .
Address:
82
boxes at Underground stations
Raymend Road , Bedminster,
and how to read the sign .
Bristol , B53 4QW.
Name:
Daniel
Edwards.
Adventure: Castle Adventure.
Address: 8 Cox Crescent,
Problem: How do I enter the
Dunchurch , Rugby, Warwick
dark room? How do I open the
shire , CV22 6QX.
small box? With what do I
Adventure: Black Sanctum.
break the glass over the North
Problem: I can't complete the
exit?
Name:
Chris
Bill.
adventure without my lantern
Address: Basement Flat, 69
running out. Name: Anon .
Dorchester Road , Weymouth ,
Address: The Ceders, Harby
Dorset, DT4 ?JY.
Lane, Hose, Melton Mowbray,
Adventure: Castle Adventure. - Leicestershire.
Problem: Cannot get out of
Adventure: Keys of the
the Walled Garden, also can
Wizard . Problem: I can 't find
not get trapdoor to open in
the sanctuary to put my trea
chapel. Name: Mark Coops.
sure in . Name: Peter Keefe .
Address: 16 Willows Drive,
Address. 7 Rochester Ave
Meir Heath, Stoke-on-Trent,
nue, Feltham , Middlesex,
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TW13 4EA.
Adventure: Syzygy. Prob
lem: What is the right transpor
ter co-ordinates to get to the
emerald? Name: Lasse Lonn
berg . Address. Tallmograno
443, 10300 Karlaa, Finland.
Adventure: El Diablero. Prob·
lem: I can 't open the box.
Name: S. L. Taylor. Address:
14 Pembroke Gardens, Well
bourne , Warwickshire.
Adventure: Sea Quest. Prob
lem: I have a gold anchor and
a credit card for Michael Nel
son Jr - what do I do now?
Name: E. A. Freestone, 61
Maplehurst Road, Summers
dale, Chichester, West Sus
sex, P019 4RP.
Adventure: Ket Trilogy. Prob·
lem: I can 't get past the giant
Zombie . Can you send me the
hint sheet? Name: Michael
Emsley. Address: 3 Ladywell
Road , Kintore , Aberdeenshire,
AB5 OUG .
Adventure: Pettigrews Diary.
Problem: Cannot avoid burn

ing. No progress -despite re
ceiving help. Name: G. R.
Guthrie. Address: 83 Wool
brook Road , Sidmouth, Devon,
EX10 9XD.
Adventure: Caverns of Doom.
Problem: What do you do after
swimming and end up in the
large cavern? What do you do
when flash goes out? Name:
Jeremy Barson. Address: 11
Silver Birch Avenue , Culver
stone, Meopham, Kent , DA13
OTP.
Adventure: Return of the
Ring . Problem: How do I get
the chest open in Halm's Tem
ple? Where is Merak the Elf?
Can 't find him. Name: Darren
Biggs. Address: 39 Doxford
Place, Cramlington, North
umberland, NE23 6DU .
Adventure: Return of the
Ring . Problem: How to get the
red pass and what use is the
yellow pass? Name: Darren
Biggs. Address: 39 Doxford
Place, Cramlington, North
umberland, NE23 6DU .

data d~1i9n .

GROSVENOR SOFTWARE

01 -422 4724

DRAGON, TANDY, OR MICROBOX ][

ALLDAEAM tape £12.95 cartridge £24.95 disk £19.95
A powerful text editor, assembler. dis-assembler and monitor. Great for direct machine

code and developing yo ur own programs. Disk version supports direct disk to memory
assembly and disk load/save (Dragondosl Cumana 2.0) . DAEAMPOAT 64 character
print line adaptor for above £3.50.

ADDBUS~

DAS - DATA RETRIEVAL SYSTEM tape £9.95 cartridge £1B.OO
A comprehensive database package for all types of information storage and retrieval.
100% machine code for maximum speed and storag e capacity. Powerful search . edit.
sort and print facilities . The tape ve rsion is transferable to disk and supports data on tape
or disk. The ca rtridge ve rsion gi ves greater convenience and data sto rage capacity for
tape based systems.

SIX-SLOT
UNIT

EXPANSION

The .ULTIMATE EXPANSION UNIT, at a cost you simply cannot afford to ignore.
Designed to meet every need, from installing a series of games cartridges. to the
toughesl requirements made by the enthusiast. MIX ROM cartridges. with disk
interfaces. or simply use as a peripheral 110 Bu s with 16 unique bytes per slot. all at
the selection of the user.
ADDBUS offers: (1 ) Cartridge selection from either a digital switch . or under
software control , from any of th e SIX slots: (2) Fully buffered from the computer with
the CoCo buffer/interface unit, co upled to ADDBUS via a flexible ribbon cable : (3)
Spare B Bit 110 port with 3 handshake lines from the onboard VIA. For Tandy owners
a Dragon compatible centronics printer port: (4) ROM socket for 4. B. or 16K
EPROM : (5) REQUIRES a 5-volt 1-a mp power supply, allowing ADDBUS to run on
any colou r com puter.
Suppli ed as a KIT consisting of: manual. cartridge case, TWO printed board s FOR
£38, or completely built . tested . and guaranteed. For full details send a SAE.

A PROGRAMMER 'S GUIDE TO DRAGON DOS - This book includes details ol all
DOS routines usable from machine code. and much more for only £2.50.
**NEW** MODEM SOFTWARE tape £9.95
64 (yes 64) characters by 24 lines on screen. For Dragon 64 via the RS232 port. or
Dragon 32 with '" Maplin'" or "' PNP'' RS232 adaptor. 3001300 baud for bulletin boards.
Enquire about available or recommended modems and adaptors.
AMATEUR RADIO SOFTWARE
For enthusiasts and licensed amateurs. (State call sign if any.) Reception of SSTV.
RTIY. MORSE and AMTOR requires a communications receiver and good aerial.
**NEW** SLOW SCAN TV RECEIVE tape £10.00
Feed direct audio from radio receiver to you r Drago n and receive SSTV pictures from
amateurs around the world . A low cost introduction to this growing mode.

PLUS ... disk interface as reviewed in the Nove mber Dragon User.
Using Flex, or thinking of upgrading to thi s industry standard Disk Operating
System. th en the Plus ... disk interface is for you. Simply installed into the cartridge
connector, with NO internal modifications. Plus ... instantly converts your home
computer into a FULL 6809 computer system . Why put up with only half a system.
Run Flex in the way it was designed. on any 32K or 64K Dragon or Tandy. No longer
do yo u need to lose yo ur cras hed programs. Skip between Flex and our powerful
DEBUG monitor. and WARM start ba ck to Flex. And yes! . it will BOOT directly from
your existing Flex.
Prices for Plu s ... disk interface with FREE £35 utility disk
ATC , manuals, 4KACE MIC monitor. and HiRes drivers
£129
BK of CM OS RAM to run Flex on a STANDARD 32Kcomputer
£10
Dual RS232 serial ports inc. software BAUD RATE generator
£38
Flex disk operaling system
£86
NEW. Plus ... KIT". PCB. case. manuals and software
£52
·rhis kit is not suitable for beginners

**NEW** GRAPHIC GREY-LINE PREDICTOR tape £B.OO
Draws a map of the world with the 'sh adow area· shown for any chosen date and time. so
you can set your antenna for exciting grey-line DX working .
ATTY (Radio Teleprinter) tape £12.00
Direct audio decoding option or use a demodulator for top performance. Receive news
agencies (e.g. Reuters) and amateurs. Add a tone generator for lull transmit with 'type
ahead ' etc. User memories. OSO review and printer support.
AMTOR is a form of RTIY used by amateurs. Interpol etc. Send a SAE lor details of the
world 's cheapest system for full ARO and FEC receive/send.
ATTY + ASCII + MORSE + AMTOR cartridge £59.00
Full transceive software for all these modes. in convenient ca rtridge form .
TONE DEMODULATOR for ATTY and MORSE £20.00
Supplied, built and tested complete with a Dragon connector and lead.
MAIDENHEAD LOCATOR £5.00 MORSE TUTOR £6.50 MORSE TRANSCEIVL
£10.75

Prices NOW INCLUDE VAT. Please add £2.50 for UK postage on above items.
Cheques or Postal/Money orders to:

All supplied with full manuals. Please add 40p p&p (£1 export )
2 Beacon Close, Seaford, East Sussex BN25 2JZ (0323) B9337B

Andtek Data Design, 41 Pebworth Road
Harrow, Middlesex HA1 3UD
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We hope you will be pleased with some of the extra " specials" we have for you this month.
SOFTWARE PROJECTS
Manic Miner
Jet Sel Willy
ASP £7 .95 Our Price £6.50

*

MELBOURNE HOUSE
Hungry Horace
Horace Goes Ski-ing
£2.99 each or £5_00 pair

*

A & F SOFTWARE
Chuckie Egg
Screaming Abdabs

£6.75
£3.99

PEAKSDFT
Tim Loves Cricket
New Champions
Photo Finish
Don't Panic

£7 .25
£7 .95
£6.95
£2_50

ADDICTIVE
Football Manager
ASP £7.95 Our Price £6.50

OCEAN
HUNCHBACK

DESIGN DESIGN
Tubeway Army
Rommels Revenge
Dark Siar
RSP £7 .95 Our Price £6.50

Only £1 .99

HEWSON CONSULTANTS
30 Luna Altack
30 Space Wars
30 Seidd ad Attack
SPECIAL XMAS PRICE
Only £2.99

WINTERSOFT
Ring ol Darkness
Return ol Jhe Ring
RSP £9 .95 Our Price £7.95
IMPSDFT
Fruity
Chicken Run
Our Price £1-99 each or £3.50 the
pair.

INCENTIVE
The Kel Trilogy
£7 .95
Back Track
£5.70
** '" Edd y Steady
Go**
ti .50
MICRODEAL
El Oiablero
£0.99
Ghost Allack
£0 _99
Downland
£2 .99
£6 .00
Worlds ol Flighl
(Please check availabillly of other
Microdeal and Pocket Money tilles
before ordering)

*

•

*

*
*

CABLE SOFTWARE
Za k's-son
Superbowl
Fan tasy Flight
ouazimodo
All al only £2.99 each *

HERE' S YOUR CHANCE TO PURCHASE SOME OF
THE BEST SELLING TITLES FROM 1983. AT BUDGET PRICES .
NINJA WARRIOR
(PROGRAM FACTORY)
£2 .99
Guide you r Ninja Jhrough boulders. lire . pillalls . flam ing
meteors and Ninja Masters to become the NINJA GRANOMASTER. Up lo 6 players . keyboard or joystick. with 16
levels .
TASKSHIP
(PROGRAM FACTOR Y)
£2 .99
This is an excellent sk ramble lype game . very original. You
can even redes ign your own caverns if yo u think it's too
easy.
PACDROIOS
(PROGRAM FACTORY)
£2 .99
Guide your MK XIX Orone Cruiser Jhrough space bul beware
of lhe mines and Jhe molhership . Up Jo 4 players. new maze
every 10.000 points.
AND ALL BECAUSE
(B & H SOFTWARE)
£3.99
You must dive. ru n. horse ride. molorcycle. jump. hand
glide . ski. dangle from a ski -lill and parachute to you r
beloveds before she gels Jhere. Will yo u make ii in one
piece?
PUP CRAWL
(B & H SOFTWARE)
£3 .99
Here you stagger around lawn lo gel home without gelling
either run ove r or arresled . The more you drink. lhe faster
the lrallic gels and the more police come oul. A quick burg er
will help '
111
IM PORTANT NOTICE ···

~
,

MADNESS and the ,-;-,MINOTAUR
ifj'
'<I

0

~ now available exclusively ffi
'Q_ from COM PUTAPE c)"

-

£2 •99
for only

,;;f

"
(Produced under licence from Spectral
Associates, Washington , USA)

FOR A FAST MAIL ORDER SERVICE send your order to the above address
making all cheques/Postal Orders payable to COMPUTAPE. For Catalogue
only , please send SAE.
OR TELEPHONE 0621 772589 FOR 24HR CREDIT CARD SALES.
Prices include FIRST CLASS POSTAGE and packing .

'ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL
Adventurelandl Secret Mission
Waxwo rks/Fea sibility experiment
Wizard of AkyvzJPersuas
Andromea
Pyramid of Doom/Mystery
Funhouse
Ghosl Town/Golden Voyage
£7.95 per twin pack
CROUCHER COMPUTER
SOFTWARE
C.A. 0 . 34
£4.95
A computer aided design program
to help you design your own
screens . The program is based on
the cursor , under control of the
joystick . so lhere is no need lor a
menu . Therelore th e whole sc reen
is constantly displayed. Includes a
total of 17 Junctions.
SMITHSON COMPUTING
Electronic Aut hor Word
Processor
£14.95
DRAGON/TANDY COLOR CRUNCHER
ELKAN ELECTRONICS
A machi ne code program which
conve rts Basic Oragn programs to
Tan dy and Ta ndy programs to Ora 
gon . (Will ignore machine code and
th e conte nts of REM and Strings) .
Our Price £7-95
LEARN BASIC PROGRAMMING _
LOGIC 3
£0_00
Pack containing manual and 2 casselle tapes with 19 programs to
help you learn Basic.

HARDWARE
* JOYSTICKS *
Ouickshot 2 (Spec!)
£12 .95
Peaksoft (Multi-Directional)
£9 .95 Pair. £5.50 each
* CASSEITE RECORDER *
Phi lips 06260 . Tape Counter.
Mains/Battery . 12 Monlhs Guaran 
£24 .95
lee.
* MONITOR *
Philips 7522 . 12in Amber Screen .
12 Months Guarantee .
£90.00
* PRINTER•
Mannesmann Tally
quality printing . easy
ing . many features .
Guarantee . Literature
,-equest.
(NB. Prin ter Cable nol
* CASSEITE LEAD

*

80 +. High
paper load
12 Months
available on
£245.00
included)
£2 .50

CENTRONICS PRINTER
CABLE
£11 .95

* DUST COVERS

£3.95

•SIS, DID, 481( DISKS
(Pack of 10)
Our Price £19.95
* SIS, DID, 96K DISKS
(Pack of 10)
Our Price £29 .95

NOTE: Pl ease allow two weeks for
delivery ol Ca sselle Re co rd er and
Monitor. Printer delivered on e week
lollowing order.
Prices include delivery charges.

OVERSEAS ORDERS WELCOME.
COMPUTAPE : The only Software Company to make your Dragon chips fry not
cry!
PLEASE REMEMBER XMAS LAST POSTING DATES : UK - 19th December. Abroad - 3rd December.
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Classified
PAN ELECTRONICS
REPAIR YOUR
DRAGON
£9.50 + PARTS + P&P

PROUD OF YOUR DRAGON?
THEN WEAR IT!
Top quality. British made
DRAGON T SHIRTS £3 .50
Large centre logo. red on white
SWEAT SHIRTS £7.50
Small logo - lelt breast - red on white

STOP PRESS

Prestel Modems £64.95
POST FREE!

* Timese rved En ginee rs
* Best pri ces on spares
* Fast turnove r
* Choice of post for speed
* Full guaranteed ,wo rk

Post and packing 75p
2 or more 50p per item
Overseas welcome - p&p £ 1.25
Please state size S. M. L or XL
Cheque/P.0. to
MODERNSOFT
17Balham Close
Rushden. Northants NN10 9JL
Telephone 0933 311498

Open up a whole new world for your computer- The
Prism Prestel Modem 1000 lets you " chat" to other
Dragon Users over your telephone line , download
programs, etc, etc, etc. With FREE 3-month sub
scription to Micronet-Prestel.
ANOTHER GREAT SCOOP FROM PEAKSOFT
Compare our crazy price!

8 Brynamlwg , Pontyclun
Mid Glam CF7 9AU
Telephone (0443) 226423
DRAGON 32, £85 . Dragon disk drive
with interface, £139 .00. Discs, tapes,
games and business included. 01-660
3405.

DRAGON 32K pl us games , £50 and
Dragon 64 K, £80. Telephone after 5pm:
01-986 2658.
DRAGON 64 , six games, DR S.
graphics, home accts, joystick. Cosmos
80 Printer (wordproc), leads , manu als.
£250 ono. 0273 832 162.
DRAGON 32, joystick, data recorder.
Over £250 of games, books and back
issues of Dragon magazine, wanting
£100. Tel: 0765 83545 after 6pm.
CUMANA rnsc INTERFACE, d~e
discs include Franklins Tomb, LI Space ,
Whirly Bird Run. Cassettes, Athl etyx ,
Time Bandits. Ouazi modo , Worlds of
Flight, all for £100. Tel: (0942) 882757 .
DRAGON 64 CASSETTE PLAYER,
joysticks all in thei r boxes. plus books ,
games, soltware, 20in Ferguson colou r
TV, rarely used, £250. Tel: 06 1-969
4483.
REPAIRS. For a lree estimate send
you r Drago n to: M.D. Electronics, The
Laurels, Wendling, Dereham. Norfolk.
Tel: 0362 87327.
DRAGON 32, plus Dragon disk drive,
cassette recorder, two joysticks. car
tridges, over 40 tapes and 17 disks
(Spreadsheet, Telewriter, Filmastr,
Business Accounts, Home Accounts,
games galore) , pl us magazi nes and
books , £300. Tel: (0844) 208888
(Bucks).

PEGASOFT LIGHTPEN for the Dragon
32/64, this hypersensitive lightpen com
es complete with a fu ll software pack
age consisting of: detailed instructions/
information on how to use th e lig htpe n,
in your own programs, etc. Sou nd
effects, th ree different ways of maki ng
music. Speed game, fast action game
involvi ng fast reaction and alertness.
Dragon Qu iz complex quiz on general
knowledge for 1-3 players, jam packed
of questions. Computer Art (too com
plex to go into depth), create complex
symetrical pictures with fu ll back-up
facilities. Demonstra tion how to use
you r lightpen in practical situations
other than with TV/monitor lig ht se nsor,
burglar alarm, etc. All of this software
uses the lightpen to a high degree.
Availabl e from Pegasoft for only £7.99.
Ove rseas please add £1. Payable to:
Pegasoft, 226 Darnall Road, Sheffi eld
S9 3AN . Immed iate dispatch guaran
teed. Software previously advertised
still avai lable.
WE PAY CASH for clearance lines of
Dragon accessories, add-ons. etc. Any
quantity. 0636 705230 .

Peaksoft
48 Queen Street, Balderton, Newark, Notts NG24 3NS
Access/Visa phone 0636-705230 (24 hrs)
EIGHT DRAGON GAMES. Mixed titles
from Microdeal, Pocket Money, etc, £5
the lot. (0444-452979).

ASTROLOGY

for beginners
Special Starter Pack
for only £11.50
Consists of a simp le prog ram to calcu
late a horosco pe, an introd uctory
booklet and two self-teaching prog
rams (how to interp ret the horo scope)

No previous knowledge required
For the Dragon/Tandy Co lor and many
other home micros. Also wide range of
programs for more experienced
astro logers

Cash with order (add 50p outside
UK) or large sae for free
catalogue to:
ASTROCALC (Dept DU)
67 Peascroft Road
Hern el Hempstead, Herts HP3
BER . Tel: 0442 51809

DRAGON 32 , 15 games, joysticks,
cassette recorder, carrying case, leads,
books, magazines. £120 ono. (0787)
247736.
JOYSTICK KITS . Instructions and
parts supplied, soldering iron req uired.
Floating type , £4 . Sell centring type, £5.
Ready built add £1. 0270-585024.
FREE MEMBERSHIP software library.
recen t titles, cheapest prices or ex
change unwanted software , S.A. E. de
tails, M.R.V., 120 Auriel Ave nue,
Dagenham, Essex.
DRAGON 32, tape recorder, 20 games,
joysticks. £80 . Harlow 35046.
DRAGON 32, joysticks, cassette recor
der, £400. Games and oth er software,
£150 ono . Te lephone (04203) 7830.
DRAGON 32 , repa ir or exchange
board as neccessary, £27 + VAT,
includes return postage. Send to Com
puter Care Centre, Artillery House ,
Gunco Lane, Macclesfi eld. Tel. 0625
61 4967.
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Here's my classified ad.

£4.20

£4.40

Please co~ti n ue on a separate sheet of paper

Name ............................................................. .
Address ........................................................ .
....................................... Telephone ............. .
Please cut out and send this form to : Classified Department, Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport Street, London
WC2H ?PP
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Fl•rmw·are
This month we look at the various
firmware 'vectors' used for Reset,
· Interrupts and Expansion.
Reset Vector
The hardware is configured so that a reset
always jumps to the ROM. The ROM
routine first of all checks location 113, if this
is not set to 85 decimal then a full Cold Start
is performed . Next the address of the
restart routine is fetched from locations
114/115, and as a double check for power
up, the reset routine checks that the first
instruction of the restart routine is a NOP. If
it is not then a Cold Start is performed. The
standard restart routine resets the text
screen and clears it, stops the cassette and
disk, resets the stack and enters the
Command mode.

Interrupt Vectors
The standard IRQ interrupt is caused by the
'Field Sync' of the TV, and occurs 50 times
a second . This is used to update the TIMER
location (274/275) and to decrement the
general purpose count down facility (141 I
142). With Dragondos attached, the IRQ is
also used to control the disk motor off delay.
The FIRQ interrupt is caused by one of
the two inputs - either a cartridge is
present, or an ACK signal has been
received from the Printer. The Standard
FIRQ ROM routine checks that the interrupt
was caused by a cartridge by looking at the
Cartridge flag (bit 7 or $FF23) and returns if
it was not. If a cartridge is present then after
a delay a cold start is performed to the
cartridge. With Dragondos attached the
ROM routine simply clears the interrupts by
accessing locations $FF21 and $FF23 and
then returns.
The NMI is not normally used, and does
not have a ROM routine. It is used by the
Dragondos cartridge and a ROM routine is
set up to deal with it - the NMI vector
should not be changed with Dragondos as it
will then be impossible to access the disks
correctly.
The 6809 CPU allows for three software
interrupt routines, the Basic ROM does not
use any of these and does not have any
routines to deal with them - they are
available to the user. The CPU vectors are
mapped from the ROM into locations
$FFF2 to $FFFF and are not alterable .
These point to Extended page RAM loca
tions which can be patched by users. The
first byte should always be a JMP instruc
tion, followed by the address of the routine .
The RAM vectors for interrupts are as
follows:
256-258
SW13Jump Vector
259-261
SW12Jump Vector
262-264
SW1 Jump Vector
265-267
NMI Jump Vector
IRQ Jump Vector
268--270
271-273
FIRQ Jump Vector

Brian Cadge explores the Dragon's ROM in a special series
which builds up month by month into a firmware manual.
they are used by Dragondos for example
just before a character is output - this
could be patched to provide a customized
screen driver.
Note that Device numbers are allocated as
follows , and that the current device is
stored in DEVN - location 111.
O=VDU ,
-1 =CASSETIE,
-2=PRINTER

350 Device Open
Called immediately before an OPEN com
mand is executed .
353 Device Number
Called whenever a Device Number is
verified , it can be patched so that normally
out of range numbers can be used - eg for
disk files .
356 Device Initialization
Called immediately before setting up the
current device parameters in locations 106
to 109.

.

389 Close File and Command
Called before closing an ASCII file just read
·in as a Basic program by CLOAD and
returning to Command Mode.
392 Check EOF
Called before checking for EOF for the
current DEVN.
395 Evaluate Expression
Called before evaluating an expression
398 User Error Trap
Can be patched by the 'user' (ie a Basic
Program) to trap error messages.
401 System Error Trap
Can be patched by the 'system ' (ie Basic
extension ROMs) to trap or extend error
handling, this is used by Dragondos.
404 RUN Link
Called when a RUN command is about to
be executed . Patched by Dragondos to
allow a disk filename to be specified after
the RUN command.

359 Output Character to DEVN
Called immediately before outputing the
character in the A register to DEVN.

407 Reset Basic Memory
Called from two routines in the ROM 
before the Basic Memory Vectors are
changed, by entering or editing lines, or
loading programs etc.

362 Input Character from DEVN
Called immediately before inputting a char
acter from device DEVN into the A register.

410 Get Next Command
Called before reading in the next Basic
command to be executed during runtime.

365 Input File
Called before inputting from a file using
INPUT.

413 Assign String Var
Called before assigning a string to a string
variable .

368 Output File
Called before outputting to a file using
PRINT.

416 Screen Access
Called before the CLS, GET and PUT
commands are executed .

371 Close All Files
Called before all files are closed- actually
action is only taken if the cassette is open .
374 Close File
Called before a device is closed by the
CLOSE command - action is only taken if
the device number in DEVN is - 1.
377 Command Interpreter
Called before interpreting the token in the A
register as a command. This is used by
Delta Dos for adding new commands to
Basic.
380 Re-Request Input
Called before re-requesting more data from
the Keyboard , ie just before the '? ?' prompt.

Expansion Vectors

383 Check Keys
Called before the ke.yboard is scanned for
Break and Shift @ . The keyboard is not
scanned if the DEVN is -1. This vector can
be patched to disable BREAK.

There are 25 expansion vectors . These are
three bytes each and normally contain RTS
instructions. They can be patched with a
JMP instruction to expand the system 

386 Line Input File
Called before a LINE INPUT command is
executed on the current DEVN .

419 Tokenize Line
Called before an ASCII line is tokenized to
internal Basic format.
422 Detokenize Line
Called before a tokenized line is converted
to ASCII characters .
Next Month : Miscellaneous
Functions & Routines.

Firmware

This is the sixth in Brian's series on the
Dragon 's Rom routines . Next month he
will be covering Firmware Vectors.
If you have missed any of the previous
issues, they can be obtained from
Dragon User, Back Issues, 12-13 Little
Newport Street, London WC2H ?PP , at
£1.25 each , inclusive of postage, pack
ing and administration charges.
Just to remind you of previous months:
Sept 85 - Cassette Operating System
Oct 85 - COS Firmware Routines
Nov 85 - Text Manager Routines
Dec 85 - Graphics and Sound
Jan 86 -

Varidbles
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COmpetI

Answers to Competition Corner,
Dragon User, 12-13 Little Newport
Street. London WC2H 7PP.

Seeing stars
THE RECENT proximity of Halley's comet
has led to a greater than usual interest in
matters astronomical, although now that it
is heading back into the depths of space,
comet watchers will have to wait until the
year 2062 AD - the date of its next
predicted return .
Professional astronomy is a field of study
which is now heavily dependent on compu
ters , and there is little reason why any
amateur astronomers, who are also adept
at programming , should not use their
computers as a valuable aid . A quick
glance through the pages of any astrono
mical almanac will reveal columns of fi
gures denoting the .R.A. (right ascension)
and declination used for locating the va
rious stars and planets on given dates, and
anyone with understanding of celestial
mechanics could , no doubt, produce a
program to display a star map for any date,
time, and location . This would be a twen
tieth century version of the orrery - those
mechanical models used by early astro
nomers to show the movement of certain
planets round the sun.
On a less complex level, readers might
be interested in writing their own program
based on the following calculations which
determine the moon's age (phase) on any
given date. The moon has a diameter of
2160 miles and orbits the earth at a mean
distance of 238 ,857 miles. It rotates on its
own axis every 27.32 days, which is also
the time that it takes to orbit the earth . It is

for this reason that we can only see one
side of the moon , and the period 27.32 days
is known as a sidereal month . However, the
phases of the moon are related to its
synodic month, that is, the period between
one new moon and the next. This is a period
slightly in excess of 29 112 days.
The calculation which follows is taken
from a very old book on astronomy, and
although the theory behind it is rather
obscure , it does give surprisingly accurate
results . In order to demonstrate its use, the
calculation for finding the phase of the
moon on St. Valentine's day (14th February
1986) is given in Table One.
This final remainder tells us that on the
given date the moon will be just three days
after new moon. Note that a full moon will
be at age 14/15 days, and a new moon at
0/29 days.
Adapting the above method into a com
puter program should not be too difficult,
and as a check for accuracy (in the
programming) try the ·following dates:
Group 'A' - April 9th 1986, October 3rd
1986, March 29th 1987, September 23rd
1987, and March 18th 1988.
Group 'B' - April 24th 1986, October 17th
1986, October 7th 1987, August 27th 1988,
and February 20th 1989.
All those dates in group 'A' are days on
which there will be an eclipse of the sun ,
and those in group 'B', an eclipse of the

Table One

Divide the year by 19 and note the remainder.
1986/19 = 104 r.1o
Multiply this remainder by 11 .
1O* 11 = 11 o
Divide by 30, and again take the remainder.
110/30 = 3 r.20
Add the number of centuries in the year divide by 3 (ignoring remainder) . 20 + 6 = 26
Add the number of centuries in the year divided by 4 (ignoring remainder) . 26 + 4 = 30
Add 6.
30 + 6 = 36
Subtract number of centuries in year.
36 - 19 = 17
Add month (Jan= 1, Dec= 12).
17 + 2 = 19
Add date.
19 + 14 = 33
Finally, divide by 30 and take remainder
33/30 = 1 r.3

Prize
This month, W&f,~@re offering 25 prizes
courtesy of lncen~ive Software - iri fact
they are offering you the choice of any
one of their pre-Moon Cresta Dragon
release~. ·

Rules
To win an Incentive game, you must first
show the answer to the above competi
tion, and demonstrate how you solved it
with the use of a Basic program written
on your Dragon. Please do not send in a
cassette cont!l.i 'lJng your program.
Make sure your name and address are
clearly printed on your entry and mark
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moon . As an eclipse of the sun can only
occur when the moon is new, and an
eclipse of the moon can only occur when it
is full, these dates can be used as a useful
check of the program .

Competition
As it is almost St. Valentine's Day, perhaps
I might be allowed the following message to
my wife :

GORDON
L 0 V E S
D E N I S E
It seems a pity to spoil the romance of the
moment, but the message as shown forms
an alphamatic sum. The sum is a simple
addition , not quite so simple however, is
substituting digits for letters - a different
letter denoting a different digit, the same
letter denoting the same digit wherever it
occurs. If this is done correctly it will work
out exactly.
Can you find the solution? (Note that in
puzzles of this type you are not allowed to
put a zero as a leading digit e.g. in this case
as 'D ', 'L', or 'G ').

the envelope "February Competition". copies of Dark Star by Design Design.
Envelopes which do not state J.Vhich Congratulations go to the tollC).Jllllng:
month you are entering for will be .• +IYI Spencer of 21 Wheeloc'~\Drive;
disqualified.
Winsford, Cheshire, C L Naylar of Cardi
As a tie breaker for this month, Ian gan, Simon Aubrey of Swindon, Terry
Andr'w of Incentive has set you a.; Potter of Chiseldon, M Owens e>f!onteg,
further task. How many dedicated spacel'Mfogham of Leeds, Cayuela Simon of
arcade game machines can you name? Blois, France, M W Stonton of Towces
The 25 correct answers that can name ter, RF Wilton of Swanley, PL Bates of
the most will win a prize ... and don't St Albans, R H E Boatman of Oakley,
forget to nominate which game you Andy Grubb of Royton, Oldham, A J
would like to have.
Parsons of Whiston, Paul Priestland of
Lech lade, R Crowther of Rotherham, R J
Telkman of Sale, P Fairbain ofXUmaurs,
Noyember Winners
C:tjarles Daly of Windsor Hill, ,co. cork,
Th' ' twenty winners of the November M Heaps of Washingborough, CR Dean
competition have won theml?elves of Enfield.

What's your best source
of information on
co"/oi- computing?

....>

Now you can improve your co10r computing skills ...
and it's easy to do. HOT CoCo gives you more practical
information on the Dragon• than any other publica
tion. Nearly 150 pages a month!
Every isrue is packed with exciting new things for
you to do. We won't waste your time with filler stories.
You'll get instructive columns:
•Elmer's Arcade-enjoy old-fashioned arcade .
style games on your computer
•The Basic Beat-learn everything you need
to program in Basic
•The Educated Guest-discover how to use
your computer as a teaching tool
•Doctor ASCII-get answers to your
technicitl questions
•Graphically Speaking-create eye-catching
de.signs that add appeal to your programs
You also get a dozen easy-to-understand articles every
month. Games . .. utilities ... programming techniques ...
tutorials ... graphics ... education . .. hardware projects.
They'll help you expand what you can do. And complete
program listings show you how to use what you learn.
That's not all. HOT CoCo saves you money too:
•Candid. reviews help you make every
purchase a sound investment.
•Informative ads let you comparison-shop
from home.
•New-product announcements tell you what's
available before it reaches the stores.
With all this at your fingertips, your subscription
could pay for itself with one wise purchase.
And HOT CoCo is risk-free. If you don't like your
first isrue, just write "cancel" across the invoice and
return it to us. You won't owe a thing.
Subscribe to HOT CoCo today. Twelve big is.rues are
only $44.97 (US funds drawn on a US bank). Simply fill
out the coupon below and return it right now to: HOT
CoCo Subscription Dept., PO Box 975, Farmingdale,
NY 11737, USA.
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YES!

Help me improve my computing skills. Send me

12 is.rues of HOT CoCo for $44.97 (US) . I understand
that with payment enclosed or credit card order I will
receive a FREE isrue, making a total of 13 is.rues for
$44.97 (US).
Get a 13th issue FREE when you endose payment or
charge it on your Mastercard, Vw, or American Express.

0 CHECK/MO

D MC

0 VISA

0 AE

CARD#·---- - - - - - - X P . DATE._ _ _ __
SIGNATURE._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
NAME._ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
ADDRESS·-----------------~

POSTCODE_ _ _ _ _ _ _COUNTRY_ _ _ _ _ __
HOT CoCo • 80 Pine Street • Peterborough, NH 03458 • llSA

73DFDU

